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Food - the .. in proble1t for aanltf nd 

The future of aanltind depends on the ability to provide sufficient food 

for all. Shortly there will be 100 aillion additional people to feed every 

year, and although overall average food production has increased slowly over 

the past few decades enoraous differences still exist between the various 

regions, with the developing regions usually being in • disadvantageous 

position. 

One way to increase food consuaption in a specific country is through 

food iaports -· and huge surpluses of cereals, aeat and butter in the developed 

countries see1t to justify hopes for such possibilities. However, for most 

developing countries it is not desirable to be dependent on iaports froa the 

developed countries due, inter alia, to the huge costs involved, and 

self-sufficiency in food supplies is usually aiaed at, causing the problea of 

increased hoae production. 

1. AGllCQJ,TIJRAL PIOPUCTinl AID PROQUCTIVITY 

Agriculture produces leas than 10 per cent of world GDP. However, its 

role is auch aore iaportant than this figure would iaply, since in addition to 

providing food, it provides for aany other needs (clothing, industrial raw 

aaterials, such as cotton and rubber) of our modern society. Table 1.1 

summarizes the world output of the aain agricultural products for the years 

1981-1986 and Tables 1.2 and 1.3 give the saae inforaation for the 

industrialized and the developing co~'lltries, respectively. 

It can be seen that the developing countries produce roughly half of the 

world's total crops, but taking into account the population, this gives only 

one third in the per capita production. The yields as will be seen later are 

much lover than in the industrialized countries, due to the low level of 

agriculture, including the very low use of pesticides • 

Widely differing farming methods are encountered in developing 

countries. Two main types can be distinguished: subsistence farming and cash 

crop production. The first is usually done on small parcels with family 

labour and little other input, while the second is usually realized on big 

estates using intensive manual work, but with much higher inputs of modern 
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teclmlques: -chines, lapro•ed and selected plant species,, fertilizers and 

lnaectlcides. The -rket requireaents in quality and also in yield llake the 

introduction of aodern agricultural aethods !n this field aandatory. 

1.1 the situation in selected crops 

In order to giTe a aore COllPlete picture,, soae selected crops were 

inTestlgated. 

Ill 
World production la concentrated in the aost part in the deTeloping 

countries (about 95 per cent). The difference in yield is striking: in Japan 

oTer 6 tons are produced per bectar, while in India it is only 1,8 tons, and 

the insecticide use per hectar in .Japan is nearly ten tiaes aore that in India. 

~ 

About fiO per cent of the production is in the industrialized countries. 

In Western :~rope the yield is aore than twice that of Asia and three times as 

llUch as soae other countries. 

Soxbean 

The production is distributed between industrialized and deTeloping 

C01Dltriea in balanced ratio. Against 2,44 tons/ha in Canada, India produces 

only 0,7 tons/ha, but Argentina 2,1 tons/ha and China 1,42. These figures 

reflect the effect of the local conditions (weather etc.), but mainly that of 

the leTel of agriculture. 

Cotton 

Two thirds of the world production are in the developing countries. Here 

the yields are more balanced. USA, China and the USSR all have a production 

level over 700 kg/ha. The lowest values are in India with 223 kg/ha and 

Brazil with 313 kg/ha. Cotton is already a caah crop and the more 

export-oriented production becomes, the smaller becom~ the differences, due to 

the application ~f similar agricultural methods, i.e. the increased use of 

pesticides. 
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Table 1.1 

World l[odu~'lon 

1000 Kr 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

TOTAL CEREALS 1651065 1710470 164441-: 1803797 1847118 1867116 
WHEAT 455729 482687 494243 516457 506034 535842 
RICI PADDY 412493 424032 451950 470284 474718 475533 
COilSB GRAillS 782844 803751 698224 817056 86635S 155742 
llAIZB 450463 450398 347722 452753 488325 480609 
BARLEY 152301 164259 162157 171828 176435 180441 

ROOT CROPS 556231 557513 561215 591833 586522 592418 
POTATOES 288965 288387 287645 312079 300274 308548 

TOTAL PULSES 41197 45313 47042 49104 50779 55200 
VEGBTABLBS ARD 

lllLOllS 356928 370666 372528 395985 403678 414101 

FRUITS 292906 315373 313537 313636 307438 325806 
GRAPES 61999 72942 67716 65141 596f 5 66990 
CITRUS FRUIT 56042 54975 58738 56706 56058 59948 
IWWlAS 38697 38908 38227 40667 40063 41299 
APPLES 32742 41438 39317 39860 38072 40923 

TOTAL RUTS 4114 3880 3956 4032 3949 3882 
OIL CROPS (OIL 

EQUIV) 53676 57119 53408 59296 64544 64759 
OIL CROPS (CAD 

EQUIV) 115272 120350 108970 123749 134777 130471 
SUGAI (CDTRIFUG. 

RAV) 93264 102740 97231 99976 99052 100090 

COCOA BE.OS 1736 1611 1608 1748 1963 2002 
COFFEE GREEll 6036 5053 5692 5225 5923 5188 
TIA 1875 1945 2045 2192 2313 2296 

VEGETABLE FIBRES 21053 :t0427 20042 24041 26045 2100f. 
COTTOll LI1"1' 15287 14851 14315 18275 17166 15048 
JUTE+JUTE-LID 
FIB. 3553 3333 3458 3598 6551 3681 

TOBACCO 5966 6894 5963 6465 7018 6109 
KATURAL RUBBER 3779 3803 4103 4195 4299 4372 

TOT.AL MEAT 136069 137258 141629 145308 150439 154974 
TOT.AL MIU 469802 480814 498841 502797 513028 521088 
CBICDll z=s--- 27543 28339 28875 2?718 30501 31385 
WOOL GIBASY 281.7 2845 2879 2872 2966 3005 

Source: FAO Production Yearbook 1987 
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Table 1.2 

Industrialized count[ies' RroducUon 
1000 m 

1981 1982 . 1983 1984 H85 1986 

TOTAL CERELAS 839334 878056 750585 883617 919165 920277 
WHEAT 294132 301952 298622 311766 300080 317796 
RICE PADDY 26107 25019 22368 26465 26312 26162 
COARSE GRAIRS 519095 551085 429594 545386 592774 576319 
MAIZE 292293 300062 186873 281083 318211 3'>8085 
BARLEY 130313 141460 141546 151120 152576 154736 

ROOT CROPS 209969 205693 204161 226193 215904 226322 
POTATOES 207117 202820 201430 223420 212882 223394 

TOTAL PULSES 9328 12009 13579 15142 16912 18842 
VBGETABLBS ARD 

llBLOKS 141763 148876 145514 155471 150895 152113 

FRUITS 124103 142441 137420 129756 123350 133682 
GIAP&S 47913 58322 53342 51505 46238 53028 
CITRUS FRUIT 26895 24528 27711 21935 23586 24719 
IWUDS 835 823 851 823 794 766 
APPLES 23502 32160 28570 29000 26867 28943 

TOTAL llOTS 2072 1873 1680 1876 1895 1658 
OIL CROPS {OIL 

EQUIV) 21109 23167 19433 22203 24082 23921 
OIL CROPS (CAD 

EQUIV) 61!90 66486 52846 60865 67316 66061 
SUGAR ( CDDIFUG. 

RAW) 42229 42605 38892 42433 41454 42254 

COCOA BURS 
corm GRID 1 1 1 1 1 6C35 
TBA 244 246 256 252 257 262 

VBCZTABLI nBRES 7320 6560 5S26 6432 6985 6077 
COT?OK LIIT 6753 5"16 4683 5634 6203 5317 
JUTl+.JUD-LID 
nBI. 46 51 56 59 61 64 

TOBACt-:0 2244 2263 2057 2208 2133 1964 
llATUIAL IOBBD 

TOTAL llllAT 89902 89506 92322 94037 95539 97142 
TOTAL IDLE 360370 367607 382237 383668 386138 390418 
CBICD1' BQ;S 18234 18474 18491 18586 18684 18893 
WOOL GDASY 1967 1969 1979 2004 2081 2097 

Source: FAO Production Yearbook 1987 
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table 1.3 

DeveloRID& cogntrie1• Rrodgction 
1000 M' 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

TOTAL (:KULAS 811731 832415 893831 920180 927953 946839 
WHEAT 161597 180736 195620 204692 205955 218046 
UCB PADDY 386386 399013 429582 443819 448417 449371 
COARSE GRAIKS 263748 252666 268630 271669 273582 279422 
MAIZE 158171 150336 160849 171670 170114 172524 
BARLEY 21988 22799 20611 20708 2385!' 25705 

ROOT CROPS 346263 351821 357053 365640 370618 366096 
POTATOES 81848 85567 86215 88659 87392 85155 

TOTAL PULSES 31869 33304 33462 33962 33987 36358 
VEGETABLES ARD 

llELOJIS 215165 221790 227014 240514 252783 261989 

FRUITS 168803 172932 176117 183880 184088 192124 
GUPES 14086 14620 14443 13636 13427 13961 
CITRUS nuir 29147 30447 31028 34771 3247?. 35230 
IWWQS 37861 38084 37376 39843 39269 40533 
AP Pl.ES 9240 9278 10747 10860 11205 11979 

TOTAL BUTS 2042 2006 2276 2156 2055 2224 
OIL CROPS (OIL 

EQUIV) 32567 33952 33975 37093 40463 40838 
OIL CROPS (CAD 

EQUIV) 54082 53864 56124 62884 67461 64410 
SUGAR (CDTIIFUG. 

RAW) 51035 60135 58339 57543 57599 57836 

COC:OA BEAKS 1736 1611 1608 1748 1963 2002 
COFPD GIED 5053 5691 5225 5923 5187 
TU 1630 1699 1789 1940 2056 2035 

VEGETABLE RUITS 13733 13867 14516 17609 19060 14930 
COTTOJ!f LIRT 8534 ~035 9632 12641 10963 9731 
JUTB+JUTE-LID 
FIBR. 3507 3281 3401 35!>9 6490 3616 

TOBACCO 3723 4631 3906 4257 4885 4145 
J!fATURAL RUBBER 3779 3803 4103 4195 4299 4372 

TOTAL MEAT 46166 47752 49307 51271 54899 57832 
TOTAL MILE 109432 l.13207 116604 119129 126890 130670 
CBICDJ!f lc;GS 9309 9865 10384 11131 11817 12492 
WOOL GREASY 850 876 899 868 885 907 

---· 
Source: FAO Production Yearbook 1987 
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2. IllPACT or VARIOUS IllPUTS 01 AGllCOLT1JRll, PIODVCTIOI 

In viev of the present pattern of agricultural production and 

productivity and of the food requireaenta in the deYeloping countries, 

increasing agricultural production can be considered as the only aeana to 

solve food problma. Thia goal can be reached by increasing yields, the aize 

of the cultivated areas, and the hanested part of the cultivated areas. 

The latter tvo possibilities involve high lnvestaent costs and therefore, 

especially in case of the developing countries, they cannot play a significant 

role in the solution of the problem. The FAQ forecasts (Agriculture 2000) no 

significant increase in cultivated area in the deYeloping countries. 

Therefire, the only rmaining vay is to increase the yields. Thia can be 

achieved by: 

- better aanagment, 

- better selection of seeds (high yield species), 

- irrigation, 

- increased uae of 11U1ure/fertilizera, 

- aeclumization/increaaed energy CODBWIPtion, 

- plant protection. 

These factors can substantially iaprove the natural yields defined by the 

ecological conditions. Therefore ve have first to consider these basic 

conditions. 

2.1. 

2.1.1 

Yield-influcpcing fact~r• 

Ecological (actors 

- 1211: fuadaaental factor of crop production. ~~ientific investigations 

have dellODBtrated that the role of aoil far exceed• that of •erely aupporting 

plant• and atorina nutrients for them. Important biological proceasea take 

place which Influence plant growth. Soil la a biologically living aedl111 

under pet111Dent tranaforaatlon induced by external environmental factors. An 

essential task of a1rlculture Is to reaulate and shift theae factors In 

favourable directions (e.g. to prevent foraation of more deserts, control of 

erosion, 1011 conservation, etc.). There is a cloae relationship between the 

tne of soil and the crop It produces. Allloat all types of plant have their 

favourite soil, frOll the saline desert to the marshy deep-soils. 
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Thia natural law ls observed during crop production, grovlng the proper 

plant in a particular soil. That ls how the significant major growing regions 

of the world ha•e been fomed. (Wheat-growing areas in Canada, the Soviet 

Union, the Com Belt in the aidvestem USA, etc.). But if the faraers are 

forced to grow aajor crop plants in a soil inadequate for the purpose, lover 

yields vlll be obtained eYen if all other requirements of tlle plant are met 

(e.g. water, nutrients, etc.). If a list of priorities influencing yields 

were drawn up, soil would take first place. 

- CliRte: to acme extent this is related to the soil types because 

cllllatic influences haYe affected soil formation during aillions of years, and 

the current phen011ena of soil f oraation and erosion haye been induced by 

clillatic factors. 

Siallarly to the soil types, characteristic associations of plants may be 

identified for the cllllatlc regions (zone of conifers, zone of deciduous 

forests, grasslands, deserts, etc.). All crops haYe optimal growing areas, 

i.e. annual temperature ranges, yearly SUliS of temperature, hours of sunshine, 

and, most laportant, rainfall. All these are declsiYe factors for the liYlng 

conditions of a plant. 

The aboYe two ecological factors detemlne 50 per cent of the success of 

plant production, which can be modified only in a llaited area oYer longer 

periods (land reclamation, irrigation, reYcgctations, etc.) because of the 

labour and capital demand inYolYcd. These modifications are considered as 

"tranaformation of the nature" and the costs arc so high t.hat they can be 

undertaken only with the assistance of government projects and subsidies by 

international oraanizationa. 

2.1.2 Agricpltural factors 

Spcctea. yarietx 

Careful aelection of adequate plant species and variety is eaaential. 

Sianificantly differina biotypea are available within each variety, with 

several llODtha' difference in the growing periods and the harvest dates, (e.1. 

hybrid .. ize with FAO n ... ber 400-600) or their frost tolerance aay vary so 

that th.,. can be 1rovn without problem between the poles and the tropic• (e.g. 

wheat, rye). The potential yields vary with the varieties: for .. ize it aay 
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range between 3 t/ha and 14 t/ha. :g,.ery variety has its specific soil, 

clillatic, and nutrient requireaents. It has a given resistance to pests and 

diseases, as well as sensibility. Other varietal properties of sec~ndary 

iaportance are tolerance to aonoculture, s~wing density, tiae. If, therefore, 

a country wants to intensify agricultural production and to increase the 

average yields within a short period, the first aeasure to be taken is to 

select a variety responding to the local conditions and to aeet its fertilizer 

requirement, at the saae tiae applying proper soil tillage and aechanical 

treataent. Plant protection may only coae after that, because pesticides are 

.. inly used to protect the higher yields. 

2.1.3 Fertilizers 

Application of fertilizers/11aDure is one of the aoat efficient aethods of 

soil management. It supplies the plants vith the essential .. cro-eleaents, 

nitrogen, phosphorus and potassiua. 

All crops have deterained nutrient requirements. Several of them, e.g. 

potatoes, sugarbeet, have high nutrient requirements and there are also those 

giving good yields without fertilizer application (sorghua, aillet, rye). The 

nutrient requireaent of the high-yielding selected crops la usually high, and 

higher aup~ly la rec011Dended even in soils vith a good nutrient content. 

In technology, application of fertilizers as a yield-influencing factor 

should have top priority because it significantly increases the yields of both 

the native varieties and the high-yielding hybrid varieties. Low-average 

yields can be doubled within a couple of years. It should be noted that above 

a certain limit the rate of fertilizer application does not improve the 

average yield. The rate of nutrient/hectare can be a characteristic figure of 

the agricultural intensity of the country. Fertilizer use closely correlates 

with the other elements of the production technology. 

2.1.4 Mechanization 

Although it would seem that aechanical tillage and other agricultural 

methods only replace and facilitate human work, in reality they have a great 

effect on the yields. Deeper tillage, faster harvesting, etc. considerably 

improv~ the production and productivity and also enhance the effect of the 

other factora. 
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2.1.5 Plant protection 

As this study dmonstrates, 25 to 45 per cent of the potential yield 

becoaes unavailable for hunan use due to d ... ge by different pests. Although 

the various plant protection methods cannct cope with the total elimination of 

these losses, an important part of the damage could be prevented. 

Plant-protection methods, especially the application of chemicals, could ~gise 

the available yield by 10 to 20 per cent. 

Several aethods and equipaent are available for the control of pests and 

diseases. Plant protection techniques can be divided into three major groups 

vlaich, although not equal in importance 1Dlder current conditions, are all 

widely used. These are agr~technical control, chemical control, and 

biological control. 

The history of plant protection did not start with sophisticated 

chemical control techniques but with the simplest, oldest aethods of tillage 

such as ploughing, hoeing (having the dual effect of insect and weed control), 

burning of the harvested area which, in addition to the above-aentioned 

effects also kills fungi, and flooding (in certain tropical regions). Insect 

control has also been effected by collecting and burning of plants. All the 

above methods have subsequently been mechanized. 

Agricultural control was introduced !ater. It includes the selection and 

breeding of species resistant to a certain kind of pest (for example the 

vine-pest in the 19th century); crop rotation with the selection of plant 

sequence; and selection of sowing time. 

The use of the natural agents also goes back to the early history of 

mankind, as well as the application of chemical substances like sulphur or 

potassium nitrate. Synthetic pesticides, however, made their entry into this 

field only in the 19th century, whilst the biological methods are products of 

our time. The agrotechnical methods are outside the acope of this study. 

Biological methods are promising but will arrive at significant application 

only after several decades. Therefore, in this study, plant protection will 

be restricted to the chemical agents. 
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2.2 Synergetlc effect 

the aodernlzatlon of agriculture in viev of yield increases needs the 

aiaaltaneoua and co-ordinated application of all five factors \.tuaerated 

above. Wot only la a aynergetlc effect alvaya observed, but neglec ?f one 

factor could CQllPletely destroy the beneficial effect of all the others. It 

la very hard, therefore, to attribute the yield illprovaaent to at individual 

factor and define what la the share of each of thea in the results obtained. 

It would aeea that a fundaaental difference would exist between plant 

protection and all the other factura. the others effectively illprove the 

yields and one would th:lnk that plant protection only hinders or elillinates 

the partial destruction of the crops already grown. In reality the damage 

inflicted by the pests ,;;.,. not restricted to that. Insects and fungi attacking 

the roots or leaves do not allow proper developaent of the plant; weeds leave 

lus nutrients and water for the cultures, etc. which means that the crop 

produced will i~ aost cases benefit aore with the use of pesticides than 

without thea. 

It is thus necessary to consider all factors in close co-ordination. 

Bevertheless, every partner in this co-operation (fertilizer manufacturer, 

irrigation investor, seed seller, etc.) would like to demonstrate the merits 

of his product, and the use of pesticides should also have its own economic 

justification. Experillents. long-term experience and estimates show the same 

picture, as can be seen in detail in this study: the use of pesticides can 

bring benefits ranging froa two to ten times the cost involved. 

The lover the general agricultural level, ~-hlch means low input of the 

other agrotechnical factors, the lower is the yield from plants on which 

pesticides were used. On the other hand, in highly efficient cultures using 

maximum inputs in fertilizers, seeds, etc., the cost of plant protection can 

bring in up to ten times their cost. In addition, inefficient cultures and 

neglect of plant protection would also deprive us of the results hoped for. 

2.3 S1••n. Place and role of plant protection 

The foregoing has shown us that plant protection ha• a special place 

allOlll the factors influencing agricultural production because of its multiple 

effects on yields, crop quality and market conditions, depending on the 

development level of the aariculture of the country. 
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In a situation vith extensive agriculture, plant protection can save only 

a relatively saall quantity of products gained fro11 low-yield species grown 

under adverse conditions. 

At a higher level of inten•ification, investaent per unit area vill 

increase but the crops produced vill also increase at a progressive rate. In 

such cases one can no longer only consider protection of the increased 

quantitieb of crops, but aust also take into account the capital investaent 

required for the higher yields (fertilizer, aachines, etc.). Finally, if 

intensification reaches the level where crops are not solely grown for 

self-sufficiency in food supply but are also a source of incOlle (cash crops, 

tropical fruit plantations, avocado, kivi, etc.), plant protection becoaes an 

integral part of the production technology, since only completely sound and 

pest-free products can be exported. 

In spite of all these advantages, it is veil-known that pesticides can 

also have adverse effects. Their use, therefore, requires skill and ezpertise 

both on the side of the users and of the llaDUfacturers. In order to ainimize 

these unfavourable effects, adequate plant protection lava are drawn up in 

most countries, and special institutes are established under the supervision 

of the governments to check th~ observation of the lava and regulations, from 

the manufacture (toxicological tests) to the use (residue analyses). The 

costs incurred in preventing the negative effects of pesticide use on health 

and environment will also be taken into consideration in the economic 

calculations. 

2.4 Yield losses 

The yield losses caused by various pests, diseas~s and weeds are high 

even in the developed countries - ranging between 25 and 30 per cent coapared 

to the potentially obtainable quantity of products, but they arr higher in the 

developing countries, where losses reach 33 to 45 per cent. 

The yield loss caused by insects, fungi and weeds is shown in 

Table 2.4.1. Quan;itative data of yield loss for some major crop plants are 

shown in Table 2.4.2. 
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Tables 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 c011pare data of the various geographical zones, 

vith special attention given to the d111qes caused by pests, diseases and 

veeds.1/ 

As there are no llOdifications in the biology of the pests and diseases 

·within a tena of ten years, the data of the survey of 1979 can be accepted. 

Data of the tables show that the occurence and infestations of the insect 

pests are significantly higher in regions vith rainy and want cliaates than in 

the areas vith cold and rainy weather conditions, or 1Dlder dry-continental or 

desert cliaates. The same trend is observed for daaages caused by fungal 

diseases. 

Furthermore, it is well known that the intensification of agriculture in 

the different geographical zones is not the saae, therefore, pesticide 

consumption also varies. 

Even in the zones of Europe and Borth America with high pesticide 

consumption, the infestation/infection level is high in spite of the aodern 

chemical methods used to control pests. 

Thus the chemical control is a process keeping the daaages at a low 

level, but not capable of fully eliminating them. 

1/ Infol'll&tion Reaearch Limited Co. "The emer1tna market• for peaticidea 
in the developing countriea", 1979. 
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Table 2.4.1 

Yield losses caused by insects, fungi and weeds 
(% of the potential yield) 

Crop and pests Africa Latin .Aaerica Asia 
% % % 

CQUJ.S: 30-70 25-44 22-50 - weeds 15 11 11 
- fungi 10 11 10 
- insects 12 10 10 

SUGARBDT: 66 37 71 
- weeds 17 10 22 - fungi 17 10 22 - insects 22 17 27 

POTATOES: 62 44 49 
- weeds 12 4 10 
- fungi 28 23 28 
- insects 22 17 11 

VIGITABLES ARD LEGlmES: 39 30 36 - weeds 13 4 13 - fungi 15 18 11 
- insects 11 8 12 

FRUITS; 28 34 27 - weeds 7 8 6 
- fungi 12 18 13 - insects 9 8 8 

COFFEi, COCOA: 56 47 43 - weeds 17 17 16 
- f11llgi 22 17 16 
- insects 17 13 11 

TIA: 18 18 37 
- weeds 8 8 10 - fungi 4 4 18 
- insects 6 6 9 

TOBACCO: 51 38 36 
- weeds 11 10 9 - fungi 26 11 16 
- insects 14 17 11 

OIL CROPS: 35 38 41 - weed a 10 10 12 - fungi 9 12 14 - insects 15 11 15 
corroa: ~5 42 36 

- weeds 8 6 7 
- fungi 17 20 12 
- inaecta 20 16 17 

RUBBO: 29 29 29 
- weed a 6 6 6 - fungi 17 17 17 
- lnaecta 6 6 6 



c r 0 p 

Cereals 
Jlice 
llillet and sorgh
Sugarbeet 
Sugarcmie 
Potatoes 
Vegetables 
Fruits 
Coffee 
Cocoa 
Tea 
Tobacco 
Oil cropa 
Cotton 
llubber 
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Table 2.4.2 

Yield losses in the developtn1 coJllltri~s 
(thousand tons/year) 

Table 2.4.3 

I i e 1 d 1 o s a 

45.474 
235.870 
38.63S 
16.156 

964.089 
26.591 
62.589 

103.109 
4.276 
1.427 

618 
1.457 

32.117 
10.722 
1.439 

'•Pl[llsm gf tu D[IOUS &U&[Ulali:il [~.&IS!DI 
baaed on th' d•pgea cmecl by put1 (I) 

Region Insects Fungi Weeda Total 

Asia 20,7 11,3 11,3 43,3 

Africa 13,0 15,7 12,9 41,6 

South Aaerica 10,0 7,8 15,2 33,0 

SoYiet Union, 
China 10,5 10,l 9,1 29,7 

Borth an4 Middle 
Aaerica 9,4 8,0 11,3 28,7 

Oceania 7,0 8,3 12,6 27,9 

lurope 5,1 6,8 13,l 25,0 
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Table 2.4.4 

Av~raa.~ v~~ 1~~1~ vith ~lff~~aat l~v~l of 
infection on the various conthlentl 

Cype- Cyno- Echi- Elu- Sorg- B'llpe- Eich- Digi-
rus don nocloa sine h1m rato nor taria 

Region rotun- dacty- eras indi- hale- eylin- nia san-
dus lon galli ca pense drica eras- guina-

sipes Us 

Africa B B B L B " L 

II-America L L L L L L L L 

India B " II L II L B " 
SE-Asia L II II L II L B II 

llalaysia " B " " L " " L 

Polynesia L L L L L L L L 

S-Aaerica B B II B L " II B 

Central 
America B B L B B L B B 

Sand E 
Europe B B B B 

Rote: B = heavily infected, II = aediua infection, L = lightly infected. 

Comaent: The veed infection for South and East Europe is taken froa Hungarian 
aourcea. 

Table• 2.4.5, 2.4.6 and 2.4.7 shov 

the n111tber of apeciea of peata, fungi and weeds daaaging different crops, 

the percentage of infeatation/infection, 

the diatribution (S) of the groups of peaticidea uaed in the varioua 

cropa. 
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Table 2.4.5 

~ber of vest species regularly occurring in crops 
(IIL: Future trends in the world .. rltet of pestices) 

Plant Insect 
pests 

Wheat 10 
llaize 15 
lice 19 
lllllet, sorgh1111 3 
Potatoes 4 
Sugarbeet 12 
Rape 5 
Sugarcane 22 
Fruita 25 
Grape 12 
Cotton 19 
Tea, coffee, cocoa 10 
Other tropical 

(banan•a, coconut, olive) 5 

Fungi 

10 
5 
5 

10 
4 

11 
16 

5 
5 
4 

8 

Table 2.4,6 

Ve eds 

12 
20 
20 
10 
12 
12 

Percentage of in(estation/infection caused by 
different pests in waior crops 

{IIL; future trends in the world warJtet of pesticides) 

Plants Insects Fungi Weeda 
s s s 

llalze 12 12 10 

Sorgh1111 9 9 13 

lice 4 7 17 

Wheat 6 14 12 

Potatoes 14 19 3 

Cotton 14 12 8 

Sugarcane 15 23 13 

Total 

32 
40 
44 
13 
26 
38 

5 
33 
41 
17 
24 
14 

13 

Total 
s 

34 

31 

28 

32 

36 

39 

51 



1-~erbicide 

!nsecticide 

Fungicide 

Total: 
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Table 2.Ll 

Percentage of pesticide application in aa1or crops 

CVood ftcl:enzie. 1977. Mrochmical Re-Yip) 

c r op p 1 ant S % 

Cotton Maize Rice Wheat 

26 78 35 75 

71 20 47 10 

3 2 18 15 

100 100 100 100 

Fruits 
Vegetables 

10 

38 

52 

100 

It can be concluded that the crops under study can be di"Yided into three 

groups as far as their pesticide requirments are concerned (see also 

Table 2.4.8). 

High pesticide requirement: - rice 

- cotton 

- grapes 

- fruits (deciduous) 

Moderate pesticides requirement: - maize 

- potatoe 

- sugarbeet 

- sugarcane 

- tea, coffee, cocoa 

- tropical fruits, citrus app. 

Low pesticide re~uirement: -· wheat, cereals (barley, rye) 

- millet, sorgh1111 

- rape 
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Table 2.4.8 

Specific pesticide requireaept based on groups of 
w.odes of action 

Plant 

Vb.eat 
Baize 
Rice 
Killet, sorghum 
Potatoes 
Sugarbeet 
Sugarcane 
Rape 
Fruits 
deciduous 
Cit1'118 app. 

Grapes 
Cot.ton 
Coffee 
Tea 
Cocoa 

PESTICIDE REQUIREMERT 
Insecticide Fungicide Herbicide 

L 
M 
B 
L 
M 
M 
M 
M 

B 
M 
B 
B 

M 
M 

M 
I. .. 
M 
L 

B 
M 
B 
M 
M 

M 

M 
B 
B 
L 
L 
M 
M 

L 

L 
L 
L 
L 
L 

Rote: L = lov, II = aoderate (aediua), B = high 

3. lmTJIC DOLOG1 

The econoaic effectiveness of pesticide application is not easy to 

deteraine. In prtnciple, this assessaent should be based on the well-known 

general methods of budgeti~. This aeans that the net returns of faming 

should be calculated, both with and without the us~ of pesticides, and the 

results coapared. The saae procedure should be applied when pesticide use is 

compared with other plant protection aethods. It is also possible to confront 

the additional incoae frOll pesticide application with the additional costs 

involved. In the tirst case total budgets are compared and in the second a 

partial budget, involving only the additional costs and benefits. However, 

for all methods the budgeting process has to be agreed as well as the ways to 

assess the individual cost and benefit factors. 
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3.1 Budgeting 

To evaluate a pesticide it is necessary to exaaine the differences in 

coats and b.mefits associated with and without its use. Thia can be done by a 

cmaplete tabulation of costs and returns for both cases and by their 

COllP&rison. 

Since aany other production activities, and the associated costs rill 

not change when a nev pest control practice is introduced, it is not necessary 

to consider all these cnsts and returns. In this sense, the budget is a 

partial budget in that it only considers ite1111 that change. the costs that 

change when a nev practice is introduced can be called variable coats. Fixed 

costs are the expenditures for other production resources that do not change 

vitJr, a decision to use a nev practice. (Kot to be r.onfuaed with the fixed and 

variable costs usually including in production cost calcuations). 

In the case of a partial budget, net returns or revenues are total 

va~iable revenues, less total variable costs. It 11USt be reaeabered that net 

revenue figures are not profits, since 118J1Y other costs have not been 

deducLed. It is therefore necessary to analyse all factors in revenues and 

coats alike. 

3.1.1 Revenues 

Revenue can be compounded from tvo factors: first, the value of crop 

saved, or the difference between the crop produced with and without pesticide 

use, and second, the difference in quality, which can be expressed in tel'llS of 

unit price difference. 

The crop quantity increase due to pesticide u»e is not always easy to 

define but it• value is even more difficult to aaaeaa. With cash crops the 

.. rltet price is available and poses no problea. But the valuation of 

products, if they are conamed by the f•ily, can be made only by uaina the 

so-called opportvnitY field price. Thia la the money price that the farmer 

would have to pay for an additional unit of the product for consumption. 

Money prices leas transport coats can serve as a guide to crop yield 

valuation, even in primarily aubaiatance agriculture. 
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OgtUu 

Crop loaaea frequently occur through reduction of crop quality as vell 

as in T.eld loss. bperillents and aarltet observations are usually needed to 

eYaluate the effects of peats on crop quality. bperiaents can establish the 

effect of various peat densities as physical aeasures of crop quality, such as 

percent of eta.aged seed, seed size, degree of stick;y cotton lint or percent of 

blmished fruit. Price reductions associated vith these physical dmaage 

aeasurea can then be observed in large samples of crop purchases. These 

quality effects llUSt b£ included in the computation of total benefits of the 

various options in the partial budgets. 

This procedure is in aany cases not so simple. Many fruits and other 

products cannot be sold on the export -rltet if the pests have not been 

eradicated, since an mtreated product presents a serious infection hazard. 

There is often no alternative froa the quality point of viev, to pesticide 

utilization vhich signifies that the comparative data are not available. 

3.1.2 ~ 

In budgeting, the following costs haYe to be considered: labour, 

pesticide, interests, subsidies and tazes. 

Labour 

When labour ls hired, there is a aoney factor. When fara labour is used 

to control pests, no money is inYolYed: one must compare time used to control 

pests with that used to earn income with another crop, to work on the farm or 

in some other activity. This is done with the aid of the concept of 

qpportunitx coat. Opport\Dlity cost is the Yalue of any reaource (labour, 

machinery, land) in its be3t alternatiYe use. For family farm labour the 

opportunity cost may be the wage that could be earned in off-farm vork or the 

Yalue of time spent on another farm cr1.1p. Of course i\. is not easy in many 

subsistance and other farming economies to find alternative uses for the 

labour and thus to assign a Yalue to this cost item. 

Frequei?tly, labour from migrant workers is scheduled by crop and area. 

r .. ily labour is also likely to be more scarce at some periods than others, 

e.g. extra weedina time for soybeans is much more expensive in terma of 
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opport11Dity coats durin& c~ltlcal planting and harvesting ti.Ilea of oth~r 

crops. As indicated aboTe, the appropriate rate to charge for labour ls its 

T&l.ue in the nezt best activity. This aay involve finding local wage rates 

for specific taalta and for specific tlaes of the year, since labour coats per 

day or per hectare can oeaslly changf! vith the season and influence peat 

control calculations. 

lllcbfnerv and power 

Machinery and power costs are usually not too difficult to ~OllPUte. It 

la generally accurate enough to divide the purchase cost of a spray machine or 

tractor by the number of hectares on which it is used diring its liie to get 

an average aachine cost per hectare. The total coat of pesticidr. appllcation 

rises rapidly for relatively inezpens1ve application aachines if they are 

purchased by farmers v~o only fal'll and treat aaall are&s. To illustrate this, 

in Table 3.1.1 total coats per pesticide application are compared for three 

sizes of fara that treat earh hectare once per year. Here, the machine's life 

is as81111ed to be five years. For a .. chine that cost• $100, vith relatively 

lov pesticide aaterial ($3/ha) and applicator labour ($1) couts, the total 

coat per application ls at.oat five tlaes as high for the .. all (1 ha) fara as 

for the larger fara (20 ha). This exaaple shove vhy informal rental or 

sharing ar:-angeaents are Tery lapo~tant when equip1tcit or other capital ltelUI 

are being evaluated. The main feature of this type of resource ls that it may 

not be available in aaall units and leads to lover costs in larger-scale farms. 

'.:able 3.1.l 

Pesticide treatment cost per hectare by farm size 

P11ticide .m~u.W 

Within the costs the most easy to calculate is the pesticide itself. It 

•hould be calculated at the farm &·'tte, H a formulated product. 
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Interest 

A type of cost that is often overlooked la that of borrowed aoney 

(interest coat) to carry out pest control actions. If the pesticide 

applicator .. chine la purchased at a cost of $100 with a loan that has an 

·llllllual lnteres~ cost of 20 per cent for each of the five years of its life, 

the total coat of the applicator would be $200 ($100 + $100 (0.2) x 5 

totalling $200. Therefore, the appropriate charge per 100 hectares for which 

the pesticide application is used during its life on a 20-hectare fara should 

be $2.00, and not $1.00 which la the net figure vb.ithout interest. 

Payaent for pesticides is .. de at the beginning of a season, whereas the 

benefits only coae with the harvest. In the case of trees, this can talte 

several years. In soae areas, production loans - with the harvest from the 

trees used for security - are given to finance pesticides, labour for 

weeding, cultivating and other pest control activities. In these cases, the 

interest costs of such loans aust be added to the end cost. When yield 

increases occur subsequently to a control action has already been paid, the 

costs and revenues froa the yield increase should be placed on an equal time 

scale by charging interest on the costs or adjusting the returns for interest 

lo&t. 

Subsidies and taxes 

Pest control resource costs can also vary frOll area to area with 

different subsidies and taxes. A subsidy occurs vb.en soae part of a resource 

is paid for by a government unit or some other agency. An example would be 

pesticides sold to farmers at 60 percent of usual aarket coats. In the 

presence of such a subsidy, the budgets should reflect the cost of the 

pesticide to the farmer. Of course, the direct effect of such a subsidy would 

be to make peaticide-using o,tiona economically aore attractive to the farmer. 

Sometimes resources and cropo are 9ubjected to taxes, such as export 

levies collected by export boards. Crop taxes are reflected in the field 

prices that the farmer receives for his crop by- subtracting thea from crop 

revenues. Yield-incre~1ain• practices, such .., peat control, can be 

discouraged by reducing ~rop value• to farmers thr~ugh taxes. 
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3.2 the PtSt attack foQIS and their effect on the control llethod§ 

The methods used for evaluatir..g of the economic efficiency of pesticide 

application are of a general nature. Bovever, its use depends greatly on the 

the type of pest for which the protection is needed, t.e: 

- peat attack levels can be ass111ed constant at average lev~ls; 

- pest attack level varies greatly, but action c~ be talten efficiently 

according to the actual level deteratnecl; 

- pest attack level varies, but the decision for action aust be talten. 

before information ts available on the act'Ufal level of attack; 

plant protection aeaaurea aust be talten. to avoid catastrophic 

consequence&. 

The first three cases vtll be discussed in the next paragraphs. The last 

does not need econoaic analysis since the disastrous consequences of no action 

are apparent. 

3.2.1 Constant ayerage pest attaclt leyel 

In this case pesticide application is a regular practice with the whole 

econoatcs of pesticide use depending on the level and quantity of pesticide 

used on a hectare. 

The relationship between pest control level and its effect o~ cost is not 

linear. If a higher dose is applied, the application coats remain the same, 

only the aatertal coet of the pesticide ueed increases. When thd n1m1ber of 

applications is raised, the relationship becomes aore equal. How~ver, the 

difference is relatively small and an average unit cost for pesticide 

application for every kg used can be aaaumed. 

Diminitbing return1 

The yield response to various rates of a nematicide is plotted in 

Fiaure 3.2.1. This type of response, kn~vn as diminishina returns, is typical 

for the use of numerous pesticides and other inputs in aariculture. There is 
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a sharp increase in yield with the application of the lowest rate and then 

gradual yield gains vf th additional aaounts of the pesticide. In SOile cases, 

negative responses to higher pesticide levels aight result, especially with 

non-target or direct crop daaage effects. If only the yield response data is 

ex .. lned, the tendency is to choose the pesticide level that aaxiaizes yield 

(2 kilos in Tabl~ 3.2.1). However, this does not consider the cost of 

a~ht~vi.ng this yield which is not in 'DOnetary terms. 

Figure 3.2.1: Yield response curve for neaaticides 

Yield 
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Total revenues, total cost and net revenues are c~mputed for each 

nematicide rate in Table 3.2.1. The net benefit calculations show that the 

1.5 kilo nematicide rate gives the highest net revenue. If ve tried to reach 

maxillUll yields with 2 kilos of nematieides we would obtain $1.80 per ha less 

becau.e of the higher nematicide costs than at the 1.5 rate ($18 compared to 

~22). Any nematicide rate other than 1.5 kilos would lead to less than the 

~iahest net revenues. 
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Table 3.2.1 

Dry bean Production with various neaaticide rates 

Total variable 
Nematicides Yield Total rPvenues *) cost **) Net revenues 

(kg/ha) (kg/ha) ($/h-..) ($/ha) ($/ha) 

2.00 1 010 141.40 28 113.40 
1.75 1 000 140.00 25 115.00 
1.50 980 137.20 22 115.20 
1.25 950 133.00 19 114.00 
1.00 900 126.00 16 110.00 

0 400 56.00 0 56.00 

*) The value of bean is $0.14 per kilo at the fara gate. 
**) The value of the nematicide is $12 per kilo with an application cost of 

$4. 

Marginal analysis 

Another type of analysis based on the idea that yields and benefits will 

increase at a declining rate is known as marginal analysis. This concept 

allows us to see that it is economically vise to add further resources, as 

long as the gain in output is worth more than the extra costs of adding the 

resources. 

The marginal rate of return to a given increment of input expenditure, 

such as nematicide expenditure, is the marginal revenue divided by the 

marginal cost. Marginal revenue is the increase in total revenue as pesticide 

is increased to the next higher level. Marginal cost is computed in the same 

way. When marginal benefit and marginal cost are equal, then the net revenue 

is highest. If more pesticides are applied, the extra cost exceeds the 

additional revenue. It is shown using the same example as before for each 

change in nematicide use in the last column of Table 3.2.3. Adding the 

0.25 kilos to move from the 1.25 level to the 1.50 level will give a 40 per 

cent retu~r.. At the 1.75 rate the marginal return is -.07 (.93-1.00). 

Returns above costs are 337 per cent for the first kilo (4.37 - 1.0) x 100), 

133 per cent in moving from 1.0 to 1.25 and 40 per cent in moving from 1.25 to 

1.50 kilos. Marginal return per unit of expenditure is a good guide for 

choosing between pest c~ntrol alternatives, when interest costs are included 

or money for pest control is limited. The latter condition is often 

characteristic of many situations in developing countries. 
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Table 3.2.3 

llarainal apalnis of »!IMticide use 

Raatlcide Total Total llarginal *) llarglnal **) llarglnal 
(kg/ha) revenues cost reTenues cost rate of retum 

2.00 $141.40 $28 $ 1.40 $3.k $0.47 
1.75 140.00 25 2.80 3.0 . 0.93 
1.50 137.20 22 4.20 3.00 1.40 
1.25 133.00 19 7.00 3.00 2.33 
1.00 126.00 16 70.00 16.00 4.37 

0 56.00 0 

*) Total reTenues of next higher ne11aticide rate less total revenues; 
for exa11Ple, 141.40-140.00=l.40 

**) Total cost of next higher nematicide rate less total cost; for exa11Ple, 
28-25=3. 

3.2.2 Variable pest attaclt controllable by aonitoring 

In the foregoing the leTel of pest attacX was assUlled to be constant at 

average levels. Clearly, a change in the leTel of pest attack can greatly 

1ffect pest damage and the returns frOll taking crop protection action. Thus, 

1~ many cases it is desirable to relate pest control action to infon1&tion on 

leTels of pest or pest daaage, as deterained through monitoring by faraers and 

pest-control specialists. This is obviously applicable only where the 

pesticide action has an i .. ediate effect and can be taken efficiently at the 

time Yhen the inforaation on the pest daaage leTel is available. The case 

where a decision on pest control action has to be taken before the !nforaation 

on the pest attack level is available will be discussed in the next chapter. 

It is of utmost importance to establish the maximum tolerable pest level 

in order to determine when control action should be taken, with a view to 

securing the highest net returns possible. This is also the minimum pest 

level that economically justifies treatment. 

Budgeting and marginal analysis can be used to combine economic and 

biological information to find action threshold reco11111endations for major 

pests or pest complexes. 

1 
I 
I 

1 
~ 
I 

l 
I 
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3.2.3 Pest control 1Dlder conditions of uncertainty 

For certain pests, such as soil-borne diseases and nematodes, the 

ability to aonltor the level of pest attaclt a&l be llalted, vhil' the level of 

attaclt of other, fast-growing, pest organisms aay change rapidly \JD.der 

faYOurable conditions. In these cases the level of pest attaclt la unlikely to 

be apparent at the tlae vb.en the pest control decision ls aade. Consequently, 

net lncCJ11e, associated vlth a pest control decision will be one of a range of. 

possible results, rather than a single one, depending on the level of pest 

attaclt that occurs. Uncertainty regarding level of attaclt COllPlicates the 

econOllica of pest control action. 

Tvo aethods are used to cope with this 1Dlcertalnty. The first ls a 

variant of the sensibility analysis. By appropriate changes in the econ011lc 

threshold calculation, corresponding to the possible variations in the pest 

attaclt level, the effect of the different possible paraaeters is evaluated on 

the threshold values. This aethod gives an indication on the extent of the 

effects but no direct economic evaluation. The second uses the concept of the 

probability, or percentage chance, of the occurence of a particular outcoae. 

The probability of a given pest entering a given field in a specific year, for 

ezaaple, is the percentage odds of that pest's occurrence. If it typl~ally 

occurs only once every four years, the probability of it entering the field ~n 

a coaing year is 25 pe~ cent (0.25). 

The aethod used to convert the probability distribution of the results 

of a particular strategy to a single monetary figure is to weigh the possible 

results by their probability. This aethod gives the break even point in money 

tel'llB, where the outcome of both routes - no action and a given action - are 

equivalent in economic terms. This money term corresponds to a defined 

probability value as Figure 3.2.2 shows. Thia la the point where the two 

lines representing the action and no-action respectively intersect. Any 

probability above will justify action (and at a constantly growing rate) and 

vice-visa, any probabll{ty below will incite no-action. 
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Figure 3.2.2: Brea]t-even orob&bilities for action versus no-action 
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3.3 factors influencing the possible peat d•p•ge 

The econOllica of pesticide use depend on the extent of the potential 

d ... gea caused by the peat. Thia la influenced by the geographical position, 

cll11atic conditions, and the crop. The following is a short overview of these 

factors and their effect on possible peat d ... ge and the control action to be 

taken. 

Perhaps the llOBt iaportant factor is the definition of the nature and 

extent of the peats and damages to be prevented, and the nature and 

application of the peaticidea to be uaed. It ha• a deciaive influence on the 

crop atructure, the latter being the second aoat important factor of econ011ic 

pesticide uae. 
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The leYel of lnf estation/inf ection caused bJ' the peats/diseases of the 

crops Yarlea according to geographical zones. In regi.ona vith arid clhutes 

and eroded, sandy soil, pesticide use is practically non-ezl.sten.t or 

insignificant. 

The cliaatic conditions influence not only pesticide comnmption as a 

whole but also its structure, i.e. the relatiYe importance of the different 

product groups (insecticide, fungicide, herbicide). 

ill species of pest (insects), diseases (fungi) and veeds haYe 

characteristic enYironaental requireaenta, the wt Important being (a) the 

...... 1 - of temperature necessary for the breeding and deYelos-ent of mry 

peat (insects) and (b) the alnhnm temperature/year (ln geographical zones 

vlth four seasons) to enable the pests to aurYiYe winter temperatures, and 

(c) the umber of sunshine hours vhlch has an important effect on the feeding 

and reproduction of the insects. The relationship between rainfall and 

temperature deteralnes the infection period and intensity of fungi. The 

deYelopment of SOiie fungal species is dependent on dry weather and wara 

tnperatures (e.g. powdery llildev, lrlsyphy) vhile the spread of other fungi 

la helped by cold and vet weather (potato blight, P117tophthora). 

In Addition to temperature and rainfall, the spread of SOiie weeds ia 

greatly deterained by various soil types. It aust be noted, however, that the 

20 or 30 110st dangerous pests, diseases and weeds causing daaage in alllOat all 

the geographical zones of the world adapt the11&elves vell to the changing 

environmental conditions (e.g. aphids {Aphididae), locusts, FusariUll ap~cies, 

Agropyron species). 

In this section only the five geographical and cliaatic zones vill be 

described vith their distinct and different peats. Wo special attention will 

be paid to hilly reaions or 110DSoon areas, because they are listed ur.der the 

temperate or tropical re1ions. 

as far as the occurrence of pests and the number of 

1enerations are concerned, this zone can be divided into two subzones: 

- Cold. oceanic zone: ... 11 nmber of smwhine hours, low annual sua of 

t111Peratures, hi&her than averaae annual rainfall (above 1000 .. ). Winter is 
0 usually cold, the averaae aini1n111 temperature is below -10 C. Typical 

re1iona: western and northern Europe, Canada. 
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Veeda are of prlauy concern; grasses and their control in cereals 

caued anere problms nen acme years ago. The fungal diseases are also 

Important under vet and cold cl1-tlc conditions, e.g. potato blight 

{Phytophthora). Insect pests cause relatlYely lov daaage, because the number 

of generations of the species vlth aore generations (e.g. Aphldldae) ranges 

between 6 and 7, vhile in the varaer zones it is between 10 and 14. llajor 

crops of this region: barley, Q'e, potatoes, augarbeet. 

- le&lons vlth t"P'r&te-co11tlnental cUpte: high nuaber of SllDShlne 

hours and annual 8188 of ta.perature, lov rainfall: between 500 and 

100 .-!year. Lowest ta.perature: -20°c. TJplcal regions: eastern and 

southern Europe {e.g. Bulgaria), USA. 

this la the zone aoat affected by peats, diseases and weeds vlth alallar 

lnfeatatlon/lnfectlon levels and vlth the ~i.llml number of generations. 

Veeda: typical plants of both the cold areas and the southern regions are 

present, alaoat all species of pests (insects) and fungi occur. In spite of 

this, epidellica are relatively seldoa as the cold vlnters exceed the survival 

capacity of the pests. On the other hand, insects and fungi introduced froa 

other countries can easily spread in this zone (Pbylloxera, Leptlnotarsa, 

potato beetle, Sorgh1111 halepense, etc.). 

In these areas the aaount of treataent used against insect peats is 

singificantly higher than in the oceanic region of this zone. 

llajor crops: wheat, maize, sunflower, alfalfa, grapes, fruits, 

vegetables • 
• 

- fllDIDllAlllAll ZOii: thia tera ia widely uaed, not only for the littoral 

regions of the Mediterranean Sea, but alsn for other wara but not tropical 

regions. The occurrence and ce>11poaitlon of pest species are of utaost 

concern. This zone ~s vara and dry summers and cold winters with moderate 

rainfall and no frost. The nuaber of sunahine hour• ls high (but lover than 

that of the tropical zones), the annual sua of temperature is also high, with 
0 •ini111111 temperatures of -1 to ·-S C. Thia zone is conducive for the spread 

of fungi but attacks caused by insects and weeds are of no lesser i•portance. 

During the wara and dry summer periods the insects are in diapause, thus the 

infestation level decreases. 
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The fungicide demand in this zone is particularly high., folloved by the 

use of herbicides and insecticides., both at a slailar level. 

llajor crops: wheat, aaize, tobacco., cotton., sunflower., grapes., fruits, 

but aost of all Citrus spp. 

- tROPIQI. ZOJg: due to the huge size and hetel'Ogenelty of this region, 

tvo sub-regions are considered with typical pests and diseases: the tropical 

arid and the vet zone. The spread of pests and diseases ls different froa the 

preceding zone., special local pests appear (the SO-Cillled regional species), 

but other species occurring all oTer the world can also be found. nae number 

of species and the level of damage in this region are., by far., aboye those of 

the other tvo geographical zones. 

- tropical vet zone: there are tvo seasons, the hot rainy Blmmer is 

followed by the cold, dry "winter". llost plants ha•e tvo seasons annually 

with aajor pests attacking all the year round, the generations follow each 

other without dlapause. llost losses are caused by Insects. Of course, the 

h1111id vara weather is optillal for fungal diseases and for continuous 

Infection. Fungi and presence of weeds are of secondary lllportance. 

Major crops: rice, sugar-cane, cotton, tropical fruits, wheat, aill9t. 

legions: soae parts of Asia, Central .America, Africa and South .America. 

- Tropical arid zone: here too, the tvo seasons are characteristic, vlth 

Tery hot, dry S111111ers, and teaperate "winters" with lov vol1111es of rainfall. 

In this zone, agricultural production is restricted due to irrigation 

problems and only certain plant species can be grown (•illet, sorgh1111). 

Th~ occurrence and the n1111ber of species of the pests and diseases are 

auch lover than that in the vet zone; the insects are aostly in diapause 

during the smmer dry period. Large populations of insect occur frequently in 

the area (locusts). The occu~rence of funaal diseases is aore liaited and 

only soae species are found (e.g. Fusarlim). In spite of these factors, the 

extent of the d ... ae caused ls still hi&h. Jlajor crops: aillet, sorgh1111, and 

in soae areas tropical fruits and cotton are also grown. Agriculture ls 

determined by typical self-sufficient faaily far11a. Actual pesticide 

consumption ls •ery low. Realons: Central Africa and Western Asia. 
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3.4. Crop structure 

Under this aubitem, only the gP.Deral trends of pesticide requireaents of 

the particular crops, and dmand for a particular group of products 

(lnaectfcides, fungicides, and herbicides) vill be discussed. 

~: Soae Tarieties are or can be grown in all regions of the world; 

it has lov pesticide requireaents, cm be grown vithout chemical treataent, 

vhich, hoveTer, results in lov aTerage yields. 

Insecticide dmand: In temperate zones, the -in groving area of wheat, 

t!le plants can be attacked by different soil·-bome insects (Blaterldae), and 

fruit flies (Oscinella fruit). BoveTer, these do not cause reduction in 

yield. In the tropical ;ames, the so-called polyphagous insects (locusts) -Y 

destroy the whole yield, but this is not typical. 

Fungicide demand: a~erage. In the zones with varaer cl1-tes, the 

powdery aildev (Erisiphae) regularly d.-ges the high-yielding, selected 

Tarieties. Th~3e Tarieties need 1 or 2 treataents with fungicides in aost 

parts of the world. As the groving area is large coapared vi th the other 

crops, the treataent aeana significant conauaption of fungicides. 

Herbicide dmand: llOderate. llost damages are caused by grasses in wheat 

plants (dicotyledones). The crop can be grown without the use of herbicides, 

but the yield would be lover. Herbicides are applied •inly in zones with 

cold rainy cl1-tes. 

Ill.la: ThiA crop plant is noraally fo\Dld in warm zones, due to the high 

temperature demand. The pesticide requirement is llOderate. Many Yarieties 

are grown all oTer the world, with auch difference in their external shape, 

the resistance to peats and diseases is also different. 

Insecticide demand: aYerage, but higher than that of wheat. On the one 

hand, it ha• aore insect peats, and on the other, the plant density i• much 

lover, and the aYera1e plant ngaber/unit area is also lover than in the case 

of wheat, therefore aore loss occurs. Moat losses are caused by the European 

corn borer, haYing increasingly 110re generationa towards the southern 

re1iona. thua, re1ular treataent with insecticides is rec01mended in the 

southern countries. 
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Fungicide deaand: lover than that of wheat. llaize has SOiie iaportant 

fungal diseases in the temperate zone. but as they do not significantly reduce 

the yield no fungicides are used for the control. In the tropical vet and 

aediterranean zones the stored products (grains) are attaclted by several 

fungal diseases (Fusariua). but they cannot be successfully controlled by 

application of present fungicides. 

Herbicide deaand is high. Except for the old varieties. aaize cannot be 

grown without weed control. This does not aean the application of herbicides 

only, because aechanical or aanual aethods are also effective. 

In the aain growing areas. in the USA and in southern and eastern Europe. 

70 to 80 per cent of the growing areas have to be treated with herbicides. On 

these areas the weeds can totally destroy the yields (e.g. Sorghua. 

Jaaranthus. Echinocloa. etc.). The high-yielding hybrid varieties are 

especially sensitive to veeds. 

I.lg: Due to the high teaperature requireaent. rice can only be grown in 

areas vitb a vara cliaate. Wevertheless. the northern boundary of its 

production is South-Eaai Europe. Irrigation (flooding) is necessary. causing 

special peat control probleaa as the range of peats and diseases can be Yery 

wide. 

Insecticide deaand is high, several insecticide treataents (4 or 5) ore 

needed during one season. lice has aany insect ~eats. aoatly loeal, regional 

species, therefore no general rec011mendationa can be aade on spraying 

progr._ea. 

Fungicides: Only a fev fungal species occuc in rice, but they can be 

haraful. SOiie of thea are "universal" species (Blast, Brown), others are 

aoatly restricted to regions of the Far last, so they are regional species 

(Frost, Dvart). The deaand for fungicides is 110derate, but there are areas 

where they are not used at all. Success has been achieved vith breeding nev 

varieties resistant to diseases, but the nev rice varieties have not yet been 

widely used. 

aerbicidea: high requirements, as for maize. Large damages are caused 

by the aqueous veeda. Special "rice herbicides" have been developed and are 

used vorld-vide. They can control moat aqueous weeds in other crops, too. 
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lllllet. sorchm: These are grown vorld-vide. They are related to 

.. 1ze. In aoae regions they are a substitute for cereals (Africa, eastern 

.Asia), in others they are used as forage crops and industrial raw .. terials. 

Certain species can be used for sugar production (sugar sorgb•). 

these plants vould need certain pesticides because they have their 

particular pests ( .. inly insects), but in practice pesticides are usually not 

applied. The reason is that in countries with developed agriculture they are 

not aajor crops but are aostly grown for forage. therefore, the costs for 

pesticide vould not P6Y be retrievable. On the other hand, in countries where 

they are grown as cereals, the agricultural production has not yet been 

intensified, and thus no chmicals are used. 

Because weeds cause aost duaage to these crops, an increase in the 

consmption of herbicides can be expected. 

Potatoes: The plants are aostly grown in areas with temperate, oceanic 

clillates. In these regions potatoes are a aajor part of the staplediet. 

Certain varieties are grown in countries with warm elillates, but there are so 

~ pests that the plants deteriorate within a couple of years, especially if 

grown in aonoculture. 

Pesticide dmand ls above average. 

Insecticide dmand: The 110st severe pest in all parts of the world and 

eatabllshed everywhere la the potato beetle (Leptlnotarsa deceallneata). This 

pest totally deatroyed crops before successful control aeasures were applied. 

lost daaages were observed in the vara areas of Europe, where the beetle has a 

high rate of reproduction. Siailar daaages are caused by the virua 

tran&11lttlng aphids. The potato is very senaitlve to the various viral 

diseases which no chemical can control. The insecticide demand ls rather 

high; in the major growing areaa treatment has to be undertaken three to four 

tiaea annually. Special insecticide haa been produced apecifically against 

the potato beetle• (the Sevin - active ingredient: carbaryl). Very high 

quantitiea are widely. 

J'unalC'!de demand: above average, but the conaumption is below that of 

inaecticide. In the major growing areas one severe diaeaae - the potato 

blight (Phytophthora infeatana) - causes aerio~• proble1118. At the beginning 
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cf the century it destroyed the whole crop in aost groving areas. One or tvo 

s,rayings are generally used and the haul• is destroyed at the end of the 

season with d~foUanta (e.g. Reglon). This treataent stops spreading of the 

disease. The probable attacks are forecast by warning systeas. 

Herbicide desaand: Machines are used for weed control togeth@r with 

tillage work. Herbicides are used only in countries with highly intensified 

agr! culture. 

Sugarbeet: These plants are grown in areas with teaperate clillates (cold 

and rainy weather) where sugarcane cannot be grown. Major growing areas are 

the saae as for potatoes: Europe and Korth Aaerica, but also Africa. 

Pesticide requirements are aoderate, but lower than those for potatoes. 

Insecticide deaand: below average. The young crops (1-2 leaf stage) 

have several related peats which cause total d1111a&e in certain cases. Pests 

usually concentrate in spots. Various species of aphids cause the aost severe 

damages, and they carry viruses. Sugarbeet is even aore sensitive to viral 

diseases than potatoes. In the major growing areas, insecticide treataent is 

needed two to three tiaes a year for the control of aphids and young insects. 

The virus sensitivity of the various varieties is different. 

fungicide deaand: below average. Ko fungus can cause total damage. 

Yield losses are caused by three or four fungal species. Kost damages are 

found on the leaves. Treatment is undertaken once or twice a year. 

Herbicide demand: above average, and rather problematic for the grovers 

because sugarbeet is highly senaititive to all herbicides and the slightest 

overd~sage can result in phytotoxicity and depression of the yield. Specific 

products have been developed, reco111Dended for use in mixture and following the 

method of split application (Betanal, Pyramin, BaTA, Goltix, etc.). Further 

agricultural techniques: mechanical hoeing, use of cultivators. 

Sugar-cane: Thia crop provides the major part of the world sugar 

production. It ia grown in tropical regions (w•rm and rainy climate). 

Several varieties are known, and although the old ones are attacked by peats 

and fungi to a slight extent, the newly selected va.-,,tiea are rather 
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sensitive :'.o insect pests. Pesticide requirement is below average in several 

parts of '· :· world (Afdca, soae parts of Asia) and the crop is grown without 

the use of pesticides. 

Insecticide de11a11d: aoderate. In highly intensified agriculture 

treataent is undertaken tvo to four tiaes during a season. The haraful pests 

are soil insects: aphididae, Diatraea, Aeneolaaia species. 

Fungicide demand: ain:l.mal. The crop has soae fungal diseases, but the 

infection does not exceed the threshold. 

Herbicide demand: aoderate. The crop has the ability of suppressing the 

broad-leaved weeds. Daaages can only be caused by grass weeds, aostly the 

aqueous weeds (Rottboelia, sorghma, etc.). Herbicides are used in Cenbtral 

and South America, but not in Africa or Asia. 

Oil-seed rape: oil-crops of the cold, rainy zones. The pesticide 

requirement is moderate. 

Insecticide demand: above average. A dangerous pest is the Athalia sp. 

able to cause total crop loss. But there are also several other insect 

pests. Treatment is needed two to four times a year in the major growing 

areas in Borth and East Europe. The last two treatllents can be made by aerial 

spraying, as the ground machines cannot penetrate the crop rows. 

Fungicide demand: there are several fungi, but fungicidea are not used. 

Herbicide demand: low, as the rape suppresses weeds. Damage can be 

caused by monocotyledonous weeds. 20 to 30 per cent of the growing area in 

the world is treated. 

Fruits: These crops have to be divided into three main groups according 

to the various regions because the modes of production, their values and their 

pests differ considerably: 

- Deciduous fruit trees (apple, cherry, etc.); 

Citrus •PP· (Mediterranean, round leaves); 

- Tropical fruit• (banana, pineapple, etc.). 
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Deciduous fruit trees - trees of the temperate zone; the growing period 

is adapted to the four seasons. They havll! aaJ17 peats. therefore the demand of 

pesticides is very high. Its use is recommended in order to obtain high 
yields suitable for export. 

Insecticide daand: high. In a moderately wara clillate froa 8 to 

19 sprayings/year are rece>1mended. To the north of these regions. the average 

nlmber of the sprayings decreases to between 5 and 6. but still the need for 

insecticides is rather high. The rotation of the products is of great 

iaportance. Insecticides with different aocles of action have to be used at 

dif!erent tiaes of the season. e.g. during blossoaing only special products 

(non-toxic for the bees) can be used; the various stages of growth of the 

pests need different levels of toxicity. Therefore a spraying progr ... e has 

to be established for the treatment of orchards: the phenoloa of both plants 

and pests has to be considered and followed. It also varies for each 

geographical zone and for different fruits. Special expertise is required to 

wo:-lt out such a progr ... e. 

Fungicide demand: high, because some fruits can be totally destroyed by 

fungi: apple scab (Venturia), powdery aildev (Podosphaera), cUld the Monilia 

which attaclts all fruit crops. The control of fungal diseases also needs an 

adequate spraying progr&1me. The timina of the spraying is an integral part 

of the control. The warning systems can forecast well the appearance of 

powdery aildew and scab. Depending on the weather, 7 to 8 sprayings are 

recOlllllended to control fungal diseases in the temperate zofie. 

Harbicide demand: Only older plantations can be treated with herbicides 

without harmful eff~~t; plantations younger than 4 years should not be 

treated. 

The consumption of herbicides ls rather low. Even in co1Dltrles with 

highly lntenalfled agriculture, only some 20 to 25 per cent of the plantations 

are treated in bands or stripes. Often lawns of forage cropa are sown and cut 

between the rows of the orchardg, a11d they are ploughed in aa green manure 

once a year. 

Cltrv• 1pecie1: typical fruit• of the Mediterranean region. As the 

epiderai1 is rather den1e on the leavea, fever peat• are encountered than in 

the case of deciduout fruits. 
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Insecticide de11a11d: is aaong the highest; treataent is rec01mended 4our 

to six tiaes during one season depending on the occurrence of the infestation/ 

infection or the pests. 

llost dangerous pest: fruit flies (Ceratitis), Lepidosaphes, Coccus, 

Planococcus species - their aere presence inhibits the exportation of the 

consignaent. 

Fungicide dellalld: 1-2 treataents depending on weather ~onditions, mainly 

to control Phytophthora citrophtova. Therefore the requirement is low. 

Herbicide dellalld: generally no herbicide is used. Plants or simple lawn 

are sown between the rows and used as green manure. 

Tropical fruits: These are the fruits of the tropical vet zones: banana 

and pineapple. The demand for pesticides is much lower than that of the 

deciduous fruit trees, but higher than that of the Citrus spp. The local 

varieties are grown without any use of pesticides because they are mostly 

grown in countries with no intensified agriculture. In areas with special 

plantations of high yielding varieties produced exclusively for export, 

pesticides have to be used. The pests and dis~ases of banana and pineapple 

are different: 

- Bananas: The demand for insecticide is low, treatment has to be made the 

aoaent the pests appear. Major pests: Thripidae and Pentalonia species. 

Fungicide demand: moderate, regular treatment is needed on large 

plantations four to six times during the season. Major fungi: Cercospora and 

Myco•phaera species. 

Herbicide demand: generally no herbicide is used. Areas of double 

utilization: grass or useful crops are grown. 

Attention ha• to be paid to special peat• of bananas: they are nematodes 

which al•o attack other crop plants (augarbeet, potatoes, grapes, etc.), but 

they cau•e the moat •erioua damage in banana•. 

Specific soil-disinfectants are u•ed (they are considered by literature 

as iD8ecticides, though they are nematicidea). 
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- Pineapple: Pesticide demand is mod~rate, but higher than that of 

bananas. Insecticide has to be used only at the ~,pearance of the pests. The 

major pests transmitting viral diseases: Disapts, Planococcus, Dtsmicoccus. 

Fungicide demand: Treatment ts reconnended prior to planting for the 

control of Phytophthora. Thus the fungicide consumption is lover than that of 

bananas. 

Herbicide demand: usually no herbicide is applied. 

As far as the demand for pesticides for orchards is concerned, it can be 

concluded that it is by far the highest for the three groups mentioned because 

treatment is needed repeatedly during the season in order to suppress pests 

and carriers and to maintain export quality. In future, an increase in the 

consumption of pesticides for tropical fruits can be expected. 

- Grapes: They have the highest demand for pesticides. For the control of 

fungal diseases regular treatment has been carried out for more than a 

century, thus these are the crops with the longest history of chemical pest 

control. It can again be pointed out that the ancient, so-called 

direct-yielding varieties are resistant to pests and diseases and can be grown 

without spraying. Hovtver, these growing areas have been significantly 

reduced all over the world and sensitivity of the established varieties ts 

rather high. The objective of selection was resistance to fungal dis~ases and 

good results have been obtained, but grapes still cannot be grown without 

pesticides. The amo\Dlt of treatment can, on the other hand, be reduced by 

50 per cent. 

Insecticide demand: high. Annually, treatment ts needed six to tem 

times in a temperate climate. Major insect pests: grape berry moth (Clysta, 

Lobesia species) and grape aphids (Tetranychidae, Eriophyldae species). 

Fungicide demand: higher than the demand for insecticides. There are 

two very dangerous fungi: Uncinula necator (powdery mildew) and Plasmopara 

viticola (downy mildew). They are spread world-wide. 

For the control of powdery mildew special fungicides have to be used: 

1ulphur or synthetic compounds (e.g. benomyl). Annually treatment is 

undertaken eight to tem time1, but 12 to 16 spraying• may be recoamended in 
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rainy years. Leas treatllent is undertaken in zones with dry-vara cli•tes 

(e.g. Tunisia, Algeria). The local varieties are less susceptible to diseases 

(species with thick sltin). 

Cheaical control has to follow a well-organized spraying progr-e 

established according to local conditions. Short:-tera forecasts of powdery 

and downy llildev are regularly issued in colDltries with dneloped agriculture, 

and subsequently, the &llOlDlt of treataent can be reduced in scme years. 

Herbicide dmancl: young plants (up to 4 years) are sl!DBitive to 

herbicides and therefore only row or stripe treataent (in bancls) can be •de. 

Special equipment and fomulations have to be used (e.g. Graaoxon, a.i. 

di41Ut). Herbicides are applied on 20 to 25 per cent of the European 

vineyards, in the others the soil la kept free of weeds by agricultural 

tec:lmf.quea: use of cultivators between the rova (ground .. chines are used). 

Green -ure is often used. Thus the herbicide dell&Dd la low. 

- Cotton: An illportant industrial crop of the countries with a wal'll 

cllute. As its demand for rainfall is low, it can be grown in aost zones of 

~ dry, continental areas, but also in tropical regions. Pesticide 

requireaen.ts are high, because cotton is grown as an industrial crop aiaed at 

the aport .. rket in llOSt areas. 

Inaecticide demand: high, but lover than that of vineyards or orchards. 

The •Jor pests are Beliothia and other species of Lepidoptera. The aaount of 

treataent la deteralned by the local haraful fauna. In dry areas two to 

three, while in h1111id areas four to five treatllenta are made. 

Fungicide daumd: below average. Spraying• are made only in coUDtries 

vita highly inten.ified agriculture. Fungi are suppressed aostly by 

seeddressing. 

Herbicide demand: low, but higher than that of vineyards and orchards. 

Cotton suppresses weeds, but plants resistant to herbicides are easily 

established (mainly aonocotyledonous grasses). They are not eaay to control. 

Herbicides are used on 30% of the growing area. 
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they are tropical, industrial crops. The dmand for 

They are basically grown in special plantations, in 

closed systt!llB. The production level generally exceeds the average standard 

of agriculture in aost of the countries, and accordingly pesticides are 

applied in 70 to 80 per cent of the total growing area. Coffee and cocoa have 

special haraful fauna causing enoraoua daaages in plantations. In soae cases, 

peats have reduced the whole production of certain countries (leaf weevil of 

cocoa in Vest and Central Africa, Heaileia vastatrix of coffee in South 

Aaerlca, etc.). The use of pesticides would result in spectacular yield 

increases in these crops. 

Insecticide dmand: averqe in cocoa and tea plantations, but variable 

in different cl:laatic zones, and low for coffee. During one growing period an 

average of three to four treatments are made. 

Fungicide dmand: average for coffee and cocoa, and low for tea. 

lleceasary number of treatments: 3-4 for cocoa and 12 for coffee. llo spraying 

is .. de for tea. 

Herbicide dmand: for the control of 110nocotyledonoua weeds 20 to 25 per 

cent of the growing area is treated. Thus the dmand is rather low. 

4. CQST llTICTIVlllSS OF PISTICIDE USE 

4.1. A11e1811CJlt •tthodS 

In order to evaluate the coat effectivene11 of the use of peaticide with 

the aethods deacribed, several waya are open, depending on the source of the 

data input uaed: 

- Statistical •ethoda, using the data frOll available statistica, where the 

yielda, production coat• and pesticide co1t1 are available, for different 

peaticide-uae levela. 

- lxperiaental aethoda, using the result• of laboratory hothouaea, aaall 

parcel or (very aeldoa) field experiment•. 
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4.2. St4tistical methods 

there are no statistics which would give directly any relationship 

between pesticide 'USP. and its econoaic effects. This ls understandable, since 

aa ve have seen, many factors, such as weather, pest occurrence, seed, 

agricultural aethods, fertilizer use, etc., have a role in the crop results. 

Vb.en price fluctuations and exchange rates are also considered the picture 

bee~ even aore blurred. 

Statistical aethode thus do not allov a direct relationship to be drawn 

between pesticide use and its econoaic iapact. However, the statistics are 

worked out using the average of a huge nuaber of far11S, and so it is worth 

trying to arrive at a useful conclusion using the available agricultural 

statistics. 

In order to investigate the aost laportant crop productions froa this 

point of viev, an overview of pesticide use on different crops bas to be 

assessed. 

4.2.l the distribution of pesticide flllOD& different crops 

Distribution of pesticide (all three main groups) aaong different crops 

shovs that the seven crops outlined above account for 85 per cent of total 

pesticide use (Table 4.2.1). The first group - fruits and vegetables - use 

aore than 25 per cent of the total, the next four around 10 per cent each. 

Bearly half the fungicides are used for fruits, around 15 per cent for 

rice and wheat. The other four rarely use them, although they account for a 

share of over 20 per cent. Half the insecticide use is distributed nearly 

equally between fruits and cotton. Rice (17 per cent), maize (8 per cent) are 

also :laportant, the remainder is not significant. Herbicide use is evenly 

distributed for maize, soybeans, wheat, rice and cotton. 

4.2.1.1 Fruit• ancl yegetables 

Data used for Table 4.2.2 was taken from a stati1tical aurve-YJ1 

JI Dr. Balint Kagy: The economic baaia of the plant protection 
development, Budapest, 1974. 
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co•ering a great nmlber of users. 'l'he costs and lncoaes of tvo different 

kinda of agricultural fat'llS were compared. 'l'he first vas composed of state 

farllS vlth a high agricultural leYel, working on great estates. 'l'he second 

includes the co-operatl•es, using aore hand labour and less advanced aethods 

on. &11aller fal'llS. 'l'he specific production value, total specific production 

coats and specific plant protection coats are glYen in national currencies, 

for one hectare. It la apparent that for all fruits there ls a very big 

difference in the Yalues between the groups: the state faDIS realize a .uch 

bigger net return, but vlth a correspondingly higher cost lnel. In this case 

a direct relationship can be drawn between differences in plant protection 

costs and net returns. It ls obvious that the 8Uch higher production costs 

also have their share in better results, but it la also clear that the higher 

yield would not have given the results obtained had it not been protected fra11 

pests in the first place. It can be assmaed that the quality difference 

(pest-free products) has resulted in higher prices on the .. rltet which has, in 

tum, led to higher incomes. 

In the last column of Table 4.2.2 an effectiveness factor z1 was taken 

aa the product value difference between state fara ancl cooperative diYided by 

the plant protection coat difference between state fara and cooperative. 

This factor varies between 1.27 and nearly 17 with an average value of 

1.7. It would appear that a nearly twofold retum of the higher and better 

plant protection corresponds to reality. 

For all other crops in this study U1'IDO .. de an analysis trying to 

establish a correlation between pesticide application and yield on the one 

hand, and econOllic efficency on the other, using statistical data froa 

different sources (FAO statistics, Wood-llacltenzie, etc.). Efficiency was 

represented by the tactor E2"Ret retum". Thia factor vas calculated by 

partial budgeting as the relative net retum of pesticide application. The 

basis for the relative values were those of the country or reaion with the 

least pesticide use. 



xui1 !.a.i 
l11ii,idl ill fi£ di,,1£11ai '£QRI 

(Killion US$, farm aate price, 1986) 

------- ...................................................................................................................... 
Berbictdea Inaectictdea Funaictde• Total 

X of all X of X of all X of X of all I of X of total 
M US$ herb. peat. M US$ inaect. pe1t. M ust tuna. peat. M us• pHticidH 

for crop• for cropa for cropa 

Fruita and 
•eaetablea 1400.0 16.3 29.l 1625.0 26.6 33.8 1780.0 43.4 37.0 4105.0 25.6 

lice 905.0 10.5 35.0 1040.0 17.0 40.2 640.0 15.6 24.8 2585.0 13.1 

Maize 1545.0 11.0 73.9 490.0 8.0 23.4 55.0 1.3 2.6 2090.0 ll.1 
I 

Cotton 400.0 4.7 19.9 1540.0 25.2 76.6 70.0 1.7 3.5 2010.0 10.7 
,,. 
0\ 

I 

Wheat 1220.0 14.2 63.9 140.0 2.3 7.3 550.0 13.4 21.1 1910.0 10.1 

Soybean 1500.0 17.4 85.5 175.0 2.9 10.0 10.0 2.0 4.6 1755.0 9.3 

Sqarbeat 490.0 5.7 66.7 115.0 3.0 25.2 60.0 1.5 1.2 735.0 3.9 

Other• ll40.0 13.3 39.2 905.0 14.8 31.l 165.0 21.1 29.7 2910.0 15.5 

TOTAL 8600.0 100.0 6100.0 100.0 4100.0 100.0 11800.0 100.0 
............................................................... ~·-·························································· 
Source: Wood-Mackenzie 



Table 4.2.2 

FRUITS 
Specific pro4uctton ya1ue 1 prgduction cg1t1 1 plant prgt1ctign cg1t 

apd nit return• in •tate farm• and, cggp1r1tiy11 in Runa•rx 
(1966) (Ft/ha) 

............................................................................................................................ 
ftUIT PRODUCTIOI VALUI PRODUCTION COSTS PLART PROTBCTIOI COSTS lU1' RITUU I* 

State Farm Cooperative State Farm Cooperative State Farm Cooperative State Farm Cooperative 

-
Appl ea 20,233 7,200 15,259 4,293 3,549 1,920 4,974 2,907 1.27 
Peaches 16,661 6,800 5,224 5,800 1,441 826 11,444 1,000 16.98 
Apricots 6,962 4,420 3,945 2,850 1,421 299 3,017 1,570 1.29 
Pl1m8 20,080 12,000 6,184 3,800 1,794 1,366 13,896 8,200 13.31 

A•erqe 15,635 8,133 9,926 4,235 2,154 1,091 5,709 3,898 1,71 

~----.-·-------·--·····················-~··················································································· 

I* • A let retu10 
~ Plant protection coata 

.. ... 
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4.2.1.2. ~ 

Fl.gures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. and Table 4.2.3 giYe the yields and pesticide 

use figures for the four leading regions and the rest of th\! world. 

Insecticide us~ is Tery small and therefore no regional data were found. 

Therefore, the column of total pesticide use for the indiYidual regions gives 

Yalues without the, vhile the line "world• includes thea. 

As can be seen, all the regions use less than US$10 pestlcidealba, except 

Western Europe, vb.ere this figure la oTer US$60. Correspondingly, the yields 

are approzlaately 2 t/ba; in Western Europe more than double this yield ls 

obtained. llore intenaiTe faming, bett~r seeds and more fertilizers also 

contribute to this ruult, but it ls clear that in this case the cost 

effectiveness ls above doubt. The E2 factor has a value of nearly US$300 

vhich would glYe a fivefold return on pesticide use if the other factors were 

neglected. Assuming a 33 per cent share of the pesticides in the results, a 

net return of 1.5 tiaes the costs would result. A 50 per cent share gives a 

net return of 2.5 tiaes the costs •• 

In Figure 4.2.2 ve have taken the alniaua of pesticide use as a basis. 

Consequently, in soae regions where more pesticides are used, negative returns 

occur. It is obvious that in these regions the yield would be even lover, 

should less pesticide be used. The various other factors (cliaate, soil, 

etc.) explain these efficiency differences. 
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[igu[~ 4.2.l 
WHEAT NET RETURN 
It FUNC110N OF 1HE PESllCll£ USE 
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Figure 4.2.2 

WHEAT YIELD 
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I1bl1 4.Z.l 

VllEAT 
Ilelu. B1tl~ld1 H!. ![bct1 

(specific •alues, 1917) 

commtY DELD BUB IllSBCT. fUllGI. TOT.PEST. B2 
t/ha $/ha $/ha $/ha use $/ha 

Vestem Europe 4.7 35.7 25.6 61.3 294.2 
llorth Aaerlca 2.3 6.9 0.7 7.6 1.4 
Eastern Europe 2.1 3.2 0.6 3.1 -12.7 
Asia 2.2 0.7 0.3 1.0 o.o 
Rest 1.6 4.1 1.2 5.3 -94.7 

World 2.3 5.5 0.6 2.5 1.7 ;4.6 

B2 = net return (variable) 
B2 = A product value - fl total pesticides use 

4.2.1.3 kin 

In aaize production, fungicide use is negligible, as can be seen frOll the 

last line of Table 4.2.4. Here also no data on the regional distribution were 

a•allable. Tb.us the total values of the regions do not include use of 

fungicide but aerely the world total. 

Ioh !.Z.~ 
MAIZE 

Ii~ldl1 ~~lti,id~ ID!1 ~([CCtl 
(specific values, 1987) 

COUITRY YIELD HERB IBSECT. FUBGI. TOT.PEST. E2 
t/ha $/ha $/ha $/ha use $/ha 

USA 7.5 36.3 9.1 45.4 570.8 
lurope (incl. USSR) 4.7 21.8 7.3 29.l 306.7 
Brazil 1.9 2.7 1.6 4.3 47.2 
leat of Aaerica 2.3 4.2 0.9 5.2 91.6 
Africa 1.4 2.9 1.1 4.0 o.o 
China 3.9 3.9 3.0 6.9 243.7 
Other• 1.6 5.5 2.4 8.0 19.4 

World 3.6 12.4 3.9 0.4 102.8 120.6 
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As can be seen froa Table 4.2.4 and Figures 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, five of the 

seven regions use pesticides vith a value of less than US$10/ha. The yield in 

four of thm is around 2 t/ha. China is an exception with nearly four tons 

per hectare in spite of the very lov pesticide co!ISumption (US$6.9/ha). 

Europe with nearly US$30/ba pesticide use, arrives at 4.7 t/ha yield, while 

the USA using one and a half tilles aore pesticides than Europe, has the 

benefit of a correspondingly higher yield. 

If ve emit China, the relationship between pesticide use and yield is 

quasi linear. The special case of China can be explained by the use of 

extensive aanual aethods both in veed and lnsect control. The high values of 

E
2 

(calculated as before) shov hov cost-efficient ls the use of pesticides. 

The statistics and the analysis confira the fact vell known aaong faraers that 

with the aodern high-yield seeds only a high level of pesticide use can lead 

to sound agricultural and econoalc results. 

Figure 4.2.3 

MA!ZE YIELD 
IN FUNCTION OF lHE PESTICIDE USE 
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Figure 4.2.4 

MAIZE NET RETURN 
IN FUICTDf OF 1HE PESnClllE USE 
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4.2.1.4 S9Ybeans 

Practically only herbicide is used. The two other pesticide groups 

together represent less than 15 per cent of the total plant protection 

agents. Therefore, here, as in the previous cases, the less important 

pesticide groups are omitted. 

Out of the seven countries under study three are obtaining yields over 

2 t/ha: Canada, USA and Argentina. The corresponding pesticide uses are: 

over US$70/ha, under US$50/ha and over US$15/ha. Of the other countries, that 

with the lowest yield (0.7 t/ha) ls India with only US$8.6/ha pesticide 

application. 
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Table 4.2.5 

SOYBBQS 
Ileld~, R1stl~ld1 use, effects 

Cs2ecific values, 1987) 

COUITRY YIELD BUB IBSBCT. FUBGI. TOT.PEST. E2 
t/ha $/ha $/ha $/ha use $/ha 

USA 2.3 44.7 44.7 159.3 
Bri.zll 1.8 15.5 15.5 67.5 
China 1.4 6.0 6.0 4.7 
Argentina 2.1 15.9 15.9 150.3 
India 0.1 8.6 8.6 -153.4 
USSR 0.9 25.6 25.6 -130.2 
Canada 2.4 71.1 71.1 164.7 
Others 1.5 26.4 26.4 6.8 

World 1.9 28.3 3.3 1.5 33.l 242.4 

Otherwise, the picture is rather erratic, China has 11Uch higher yields 

(1.4 tlha) than India, but with somewhat less pesticide. The USSR uses aore 

herbicides, but the yield is i~wer. Brazil and the remaining countries are 

som6where in the aiddle. 

Since here only herbicides are used which can be substituted by hand or 

mechanical weed control it would be necessary to have the labour and aachine 

costs for those coUDtries where - as we suppose - such aethods allow these 

yields above the corresponding pesticide application level. But both the 

yield responses and net returns (Figures 4.2.5 and 4.2.6) (partial budget) 

show that very high yields and returns can only be achieved by appropriate 

pesticide application. 

The negative values for 1
2 

come from the same source as explained for 

wheat. 
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Figure 4.2.5 

SOYA YIELD 
II FUNCTIDN OF 1HE PESTICH£ USE 
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Figure 4.2.6 

SOYBEANS NET RETURN 
II FUNCTIDN OF 1HE PES11Cll£ USE 
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4.2.1.5 Rice 

The statistics for rice include data froa 13 co1Dltries or regions. The 

analysis, however, is inconclusive. It is true that the highest yields (over 

6 tons/ha) are connected to high pesticide use (over US$80/ha) and that aost 

of the countries using less than us•~o/ha have yields of leas than 3 tons/ha. 

On the other hand, China could achieve 5.4 t/ha with US$6.2/ha pesticide 

application, and between the three leading countries with leas than 10 per 

cent difference in yield, there is a sevenfold difference in pesticide use. 

So neither Table 4.2.6, nor Figures 4.2.7 and 4.l.8 can give useful 

information by themselves for the cost effectiveness of the pesticides. Only 

closer investigation, taking into account the local conditions (pest infection 

level, climate, seeds, agricultural aethods) could define the econoaic 

relationship between-return and pesticide expenses. 

Table 4.2.6 

RICE 
Yields, Resticide yge, effect1 

(sRecific values, lilll 

COUBTRY YIELD HERB INSECT. FU!fGI. TOT.PEST. E2 
t/ha $/ha $/ha $/ha use $/ha 

India 1.8 0.4 2.8 0.4 3.6 1.7 
China 5.4 0.1 3.9 1.5 6.2 792.8 
Bangladesh 2.1 1.2 3.9 1.0 6.1 65.2 
Indonesia 3.9 1.4 3.1 1.1 5.6 464.0 
Thailand 1.9 1.4 3.0 1.1 5.5 15.9 
Brazil 1.6 3.8 4.0 0.8 8.7 - 45.4 
Vietnam 2.6 1.9 2.6 0.9 5.4 165.7 
Burma 2.8 2.2 2.0 0.8 5.1 208.6 
Philippines 2.6 4.2 7.6 2.1 13.9 167.0 
Japan 6.0 268.2 209.1 206.8 684.l 253.5 
Republic of Korea 6.3 20.8 47.5 45.0 113.3 887.6 
USA 6.4 64.4 23.3 3.3 91.l 934.3 
Europe 4.7 54.0 30.0 3.0 87.0 554.6 
Others 2.6 2.4 4.1 0.7 1.2 164.4 

World 3.1 6.4 7.3 4.5 18.3 325.6 

, 
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Figure 4.2.7 

RICE YIELD 
It FUNCTION OF 1HE PES"llCllE USE 
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Figure 4.2.8 

RICE NET RETURN 
It FUICTION OF 1HE PEsnctDE USE 
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4.2.1.6 Cotton 

Cotton ls the least satisfactory crop. First of all, with this product, 

widely different qualities are produced with prices varying froa US$1000/t to 

nearly US$4000/t. It was not possible to obtain detailed quality and price 

structure data, so an analysis taking into acco1Dlt these factors could not be 

made. However, if the data for China and Pakistan are ignored, an 

approxi-tion of the reaaining points can be -de with an ascending straight 

line on Figure 4.2.9 having a slope of 50 kg/US$10 pesticide use. An average 

price of US$20~0/t has been used which would give a return ten times the 

incremental pesticide costs. 

A similar picture is shown in Figure 4.2.10. Evidently, the result 

cannot be attributed to pesticides only, but even if only 40 per cent of the 

effect were due to the plant protection, this would give a fourfold return. 

COUllTRY 

India 
China 
USA 
USSR 
Pakistan 
Brazil 
Others 

World 

YIELD 
t/ha 

Table 4.2.7 

COTTOR 
Yields. pesticide use. effects 

(specific values. 1987) 

HERB IRSECT, Fl'RGI. 
$/ha $/ha $/ha 

223.3 0.5 20.7 
816.7 1.3 40.6 
723.8 32.0 65.0 
767.6 30.6 86.8 
532.0 3.2 26.0 
313.0 10.4 26.l 
502.7 16.8 68.0 

528.8 12.5 48.l 2.2 

TOT.PEST. E2 
use $/ha 

21.2 o.o 
41.9 1166.1 
97.0 925.1 

117.4 992.5 
29.2 609.4 
36.5 164.2 
84.8 495.1 

62.8 6067.4 
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Figure 4.2.9 

COTTON YIELD 
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Figure 4.2.10 

COTION NET RETURN 
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4.3 bHriaeptal aethod.s 

Theoretically the sillplest and 80St reliable aethod of the econoaic 

asseaaaent of pest control aethod.s is deriTed frOll experiaents. Laboratol'J', 

hot-house and field experiaenta should giTe a clear answer to all questions. 

Unfortunately, this is not the case for the following reasons: 

- Experiaents are always specific: they giTe useful results only for the 

specific conditions of the experiaent: soil, cliaate, seed, planting 

tiae, actual weather conditions, actual pest infection leTel, etc. If 

aany experiaents were conducted oTer a nmaber of years in a 

scier ifically designed project coTering all possible specified 

conditions, a relationship could be established between the ecou011ic 

results and the pesticide use under the different conditions. 

Unfortunately, no such work is known to the writer for any crop or 

pesticide application. 

- ~eriaents described in literature always refer to specific conditions 

difficult to illpleaent under other circU11Stances. They nearly always 

gi'Ye Tel'J' liaited infomation. Usually c.nly the pesticide quantity and 

application frequency are given, together with the effect on the pest 

population or the effect on pest daaage. On a fev occasions crop results 

are also giTen (only in quantity, seldoa with soae infomation on 

quality), but infomation on the cost or crop values is seldoa available. 

In view of this situation, methods have been devised to arrive at an 

eatiaation of the cost effectiveness froa the available experiaental 

information. A typical example illustrating the cost effective analysis 

follows.!/ 

Coat effectiye •p•lyai1 

Table 4.3.l 1hov1 tome data collected froa an experiment designed to 

coapare granular and spray inaecticldea agaJ.nat ea.,.ly-seaaon bean fly on llUD& 

bean. The various insecticide• teated have different eff ecta on bean fly and 

alao have different co1t1 a11ociated with their uae. In order to compare 

their relative co1t-effectivenes1, a c01110n unit meaaureaent of effectivene11 

per dollar apent auat be devised. Without yield/quality data to place a value 

!/ l.B. Reichenfelder, G.B. Carlaon, G.A. lorton. 1con011ic Guideline• 
for crop peat control. FAO plant production and protection paper 58, 1984. 
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OD effect, it ls assumed. that as bean fly nmabers or the percent of auag bean 

plan.ta infested increases, yield vlll decr'!ue by the saae proportionate 

..01111t. (Aasllllptlon of linearity). 

Table 4.3.1 ahova that bean fly infestf!d an average of 57 per cent of the 

llUll& bean in the 11Dtreated plots. A two-thirds reduction in the proportion of 

plan.ta infested vould imply that only 19 per cent of aung bean planti: ue 

infested (57 alnaa tvo thirds of 57 = 19). Which of the aaterials vlll 

achle•e at least cost this tvo thirds reduction frcm the untreated infestation 

at gl•en aae rates? At a dosage of 0.5 kg actlY~ ingredient/ha costing 

US$15.30/ha, carbofurane SG reduces the infestation lev'l from 57 to 30 per 

cent at a cosc of US$1~.3/ba. 

57 to 19 per cent, is: 

US$15.30 (57-191 
(57-30) 

The cost to reduce the infestation leYel frOJt 

= US$21.53 

For carbofurane at twice this dosage, its costeffectiveness for a 

two-thirds reduction in infestation is: 

QS$30.60 (57-19) 
(57-24) = US$35.24 

The equiYalent calculation for aonocrotophos use is: 

US$16.00 (57-19) 
(57-10) = US$12.94 

A comparison of the results of the three calculations shows that 

aonocrotophos coats least for achieving the specified bean fly control 

objectiYe. Given the asauaption of linear daaage, it is the moat coat 

effectiYe aaterial teated. 

A note of caution: The use of the coat effectiveness analysis ignores the 

possibility that the peat-daaa:e relationship is non-linear. When data on the 

benefits of peat control are available, more accurate analytical techniques 

should be used. However. when these data are unavailable, coat-effective 

analysts is better than no analysis and does provide a strong clue as to which 

of a range of teated alternative practice is moat likely to aive the highest 

net econ011ic return•. 



Inaecticide 

Carbofuran 3G 
Carbofuran 3G 
llonocrotophoa 

16.81C 
Untreated 

Doaaae 

Table 4.3.l 
Compariaon of aronular and apray inaecticidea aaain1t bean fly 

on pre-floyering muna bean crown after flooded rice•> 

Bumber In11cticide Bean fly larvae plu1 
of coat pupae 21 daya 

(kg a.I.Iha) application• ($/ha) after emeraence 
(no./125 planta) 

0.5 1 15.30 1.5 
1.0 1 30.60 1.2 

0.25 2 16.00**) 1.0 
- - - 4.2 

*) Froa Litainaer, J.A., M.D. Lumaban, J.P. Bandon&, P.C. Pantua, A.T. 
llrrion, l.F. APoatol, and luhendi. (198) "A Methodoloay for Determinina 
Inaect Control lec01mendation1", IRRI leaearch Paper Seriea, Bumber 46. 
The International Rice Reaearch Inatitute. Manila, Philippinea. January 
1980. 

**) A aodification of data from Litainaer et al. 

Percent infeated 
planta 21 daya 

after emeraence 

30 
24 

10 °' .... 
57 
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'lhe indi•idual experiaental results should be e•aluted with this or aoae 

siailar aethod. Since the data aTailable always ha•e only local •alue and the 

eTaluation aethods gl•e only relati•e CQllP&rison between different pest 

control aethods, the experiaental field vlll not be further elaborated. It 

should be llllderlined that experiaents are absolutely necessary and gi•e 

•aluable inforaation on pest control aethods to be actually adopted. 

It is also e•ident that a progr..ae aiaed at an experlaentally supported 

e•aluation of the pesticide application in function of the different 

influencing factors vould be extreaely useful. 'lhe coat in•ol Ted and the 

continuous eYolution in the pesticide practices vlll probably postpone the 

realization of such a progr ... e for quite soae tiae. 

5. llDlllCt COSTS or PISTICIDE APrLICATIOR 

'lhe effect of pesticide is not restricted to the pests and tl>.e plot 

treated. Other effects 1111St also be talten into consideration as follows: 

- contaainatlon of the food chain, 

- pbytotoxicity to the plant, 

- daaage to the plants caused by the application process, 

- persistency and effect on other crops, 

- drift and pbytotoxicity to other crops, 

- resistance inducing effect, 

- health d ... ge to the workers, 

- enTiroD11ental pollution. 

Contaaination of the food chain is not allowed. Registration procedures 

exclude such compounds from use. That is the reason why DDT, a most powerful 

insecticide was banned in most coUDtries. 

Pb.ytotoxicity to the plant, damage caused by the application proceaa and 

equi1111ent is of minor importance, otherwise the product would not be used. 

Thi• minor effect i• already taken into account when statistical methodc are 

uaed, aince only the net crop yield increase i• accounted for. In small-scale 

ezperiaenta, thi• factor must be entered separately into the calculation (e.g. 

spreading equipment wheel damaae), but usually this effect is small c011pared 

to the 1ccur1cy of the method. 
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nie persisten.cy of soae pesticides is a serious aatter which has to be 

taken. into consideration if different crops ar.- to be planted successive}7. 

Triazine type herbicides, for instance, used for veed control in aaize rill 

cause significant daaage if wheat is sawn on the saae plot in the folloving 

year. Others are haraless as they decompose in a short tiae. nils is an 

illportant agrotechnical factor which llUSt be considered in the overall 

phnntng of fal'lling. nils aeans that such daaages should be avoided and that 

• their effects should not enter into the economic evaluation. 

Drift and pbytotozicity to nearby crops is another aatter for proper 

pesticide application policy, together with resistance-inducing effects. n..e 

pesticide application policy cannot be restricted to one fara. n..e best plant 

protection aethods rill be seriously hmpered if Uaited to a single user. 

Infection froa nearby fields can eithe~ considerably reduce the effect of the 

protection or unduly increase the costs and efforts needed. On the other 

band, when selecting the products and application aethods appropriate 

consideration should be given to regional interests: foraulations with little 

or no drift, choice of vl!ld-free spraying tlae in order to avoid damage to 

neighboring faras. 

With tlae soae pests becoae resistant to a given. pesticide. Therefore, 

co-ordinated action is necessary in a given region otherwise some faraers will 

try to protect the plants with ineffective products. All these factors llUSt 

be considered in planning the pesticide application policy; however, the 

consequences of an ineffective or non-application policy cannot be entered 

into any econoaic analysis. 

n..e saae aust be emphasised for the health and en.vironaental effects. 

n..e practice of many farmers and co1Dltries has clearly demonstrated that with 

proper aethods all such hazards and damages can be prevented. All the 

casualties and environ11ental pollution cases are the result of human 

carelessness and non-compliance with the established rules and prescriptions. 

It would therefore not only be improper but co1Dlterproductive if instead of 

fighting for their elimination, the economic consequences of such default• 

were taken into acco1Dlt. 

Another matter i• education and training. The beat way to avoid and 

prevent any damage to health, property, environment or crops, to reduce 

hazards and secure aood economic returns, is to teach what, how and when to 
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apply for a gi•en plant protection task. The costs of education, training, 

and information dissemination are •ery iaportant and fora an integral part of 

the pesticide application costs. One part of this vork is done by the 

pesticide aanufacturers and distributors. This cost is included in the price 

of the product and thus enters automatically into the economic e•aluation. 

Another part is done by the national and international organizations (e.g. 

FAO) and is usually gi•en free with the costs inTolTed co•ered froa other 

sources. They are therefore difficult to assess. Here the situation is 

s:lailar to all other cases where education and training are iaportant: the 

costs in•olTed are not usually accounted for where the efficiency of the 

process is calculated. 

6. IVAI.UATIOR OF AVAII,ABILity OF PESTICIDES IR DEVELOPI1'G COtJITRIES 

To coTer its pesticide demand, a developing country has to conside~ the 

following possibilities: 

hlport of formulated products; 

- domestic production of active ingredients, 

a) generic products, 

b) under licence, 

c) based on own research. 

First the possibilities, conditions, advantages and problems associated 

with each route will be reviewed. 

6.1 Import of formulated products 

This route would seem to be free of problems since pesticides are easily 

available on the world market. Without considering the obvious problem of 

hard currency limitations, there are other serious ones to be solved, even in 

the case of imported products, i.e. registration, transport, storage, 

handling, distribution, marketing and application. The solutions need 

important inputs in education, training, materi~ls and equipment. The 

hazardous nature of these products makes it mandatory to establish a network 

capable of handling safely the products all along the route - from the entry 

into the co1Dltry to the site of final application. Every person and 

or1anization involved must get acquainted with the knowledge necessary not 

• 
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only for their ovn work, but also for the advisory and advertising activities 

needed. Stores, packaging aaterials, application equipment must be provided, 

the collection and safe disposal of the eapty packing aaterials, sacks, dr1111S, 

etc., must be organized. 

A slight variation of this route is represented by local packaging, which 

in reality can be the first step towards doaestic 11a11ufacturing. Although 

this is already a real advance over aerely importing the necessary products, 

it poses no big nev challenges beyond those caused by normal handling and 

application. Saall packaging plants are staple and inexpensive but the 

personnel needs basic skills in pesticide operation. 

6.2 Import of active ingredients and dOllestic formulation 

This step requires formulation plant(s) only. These can be installed 

step by step. For a small individual formulating plant with a capacity of a 

fev thousand tons per year the prerequisites are not demanding: little plot 

area is needed with lov utility requirements. A small number of skilled 

workers and a fev white collar people can run such a plant. All carriers, 

fillers, solvents and adjuvants used in large quantities can at least be 

partly provided from domestic sources if the necessary P+D work has justified 

their use for the regi.stration. The advantages are lover foreign currency 

expenses, lover transport costs, higher domestic added-value, work places, 

industrialization of the country. l'he know-how usually comes from the 

producer of the active ingredient, so it is obviously of advantage for all 

developing countries to take over the formulation of the pesticides used 

gradually, as the market requirements allow and the prerequisites can be 

provided. Experience shows that this activity should be adjusted to the real 

market possibilities and to the limits set by competitivity. In several 

developing countries where this condition was disregarded, only a fraction of 

the existing formulation capacity is utilized. 

6.3 Domestic production of active ingredients 

The pesticide industry is now entering into a phase when the first main 

group of products becomes generic. Although the patent owners ma~e every 

effort to conserve their proprietary position by means of new patent 

modifications and other methods, more and more valuable ~esticides can be 

produced by newcomers without patent restrictions. 

-------------------~---~---~-------------------
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AcUTe ingredients are produced from organic interaediates by rather 

complex organic synthesis aethods and usually inTolTe, besides the end-product 

required, by-products in Tarious quanitities. It is therefore necessary for 

the illple11entation of pesticide production that a sufficiently deTeloped 

organic chemical industry should already exist in the country. This industry 

would be capable of: 

deliTering, at competitiTe prices, the aost iaportant interaediates and 

raw aaterials necessary for aanufacturing pesticides. In principle, 

iaport of raw aaterials would also be feasible, but in soae cases the key 

interaediates are hard to procure; 

- proyiding the necessary industrial bacltground froa where skilled workers, 

engineers and aanagers with sufficient experience can be recruited and 

whose help can be o~tained in case of proble11&. This bacltground includes 

not only the industrial sector itself but also the connected scientific 

basis (uniTersities and/or research institutions) which can giTe answers 

to the problems inevitably surfacing in all phases of this vork, such as 

investllent, operation, and deTeloP11ent; 

absorbing in an economic manner the by-products of pesticide manufacture 

for other industrial purposes, and thus rendering the pesticide 

manufacturing competitive. 

Another important and indispensable condition is the existence of a 

well-trained and reliable research organization capable of perforaing all the 

tests required for the registration procedure. All products, eTen those 

imported, must go through anew at least a part of the regis~ration procedure 

when manufactured domestically. 

Independent development of a generic drug raises no legal problems. The 

process, however, must undergo a reduced research cycle, the reduction 

depending on the experience and expertise available. Some laboratory, or 

pilot and/or full-scale experiments may be necessary. 



• 
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6.3.1 lfanufacturing under license 

lfanufacturing under license involves negotiations to procure the 

llllD.Ufacturing rights without too IUlDY limitations both in territorial, 

technical and c01111ercial conditions, and at a price allowing sufficient .. rgin 

to aalte the operation profitable. On the other hand, process iapleaentation 

and technical/operational problems bec0111e very easy and the licensor usually 

helps in the •rlteting and application work. The UBIDO study on License 

Agreeaents in the Petrochemical Industry can give substantial support to the 

developing countries in this respect. 

6.3.2 Products based on domestic research work 

The development of new active ingredients is a very deaanding taslt, quite 

different from the previous ones. The efforts to be deployed, the aeans to be 

mobilized are higher by several magnitudes. The process of research and 

development is very siailar to that of the new drugs. It is not only 

t~e-consU11ing (ten to fifteen years), and capital intensive (US$5 to 

US$25 million for a new molecule), but needs a very high level of scientific 

and technical bacltground. All in all, the biggest difficulty for the 

developing co1Dltries to reach this stage is not the high scientific and 

technical level, but the necessary capital and tiae to go through the 

registration process finally leading to a marketable product. 

7. COICLU$IOIS ARD UCOfltllJ)ATIOIS TO THI DD'?!-OPillG COJJIDllS 

7.1 Conclusions 

A. The knowledgeable and appropriate use of pesticides for plant 

protection is a technically and economically advantageous ~ethod to raise the 

yields and quality of the crops and thus to help the developing cuuntries in 

solving their food and foreign currency problems • 

B. Pesticide application is an integral part of the agricultural aeth~d 

used. To be efficient and economical it must be co-ordinated with the crt1p, 

seed, fertilizer, and other production factors, as well as with the local 

conditions. 
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C. Pesticide application is not an individual decision of each farmer; 

its use should be co-ordinated within the COlDltry at the regional level so as 

to arrive at higher efficiency. 

D. The side effects of pesticide utilization can be prevented by proper 

educational training and discipline. 

7.2 lecOllllendations 

A. Econoaic effectiveness of pesticide use underlines the necessity to 

extend its application rate in most developing colDltries and to rais~ their 

share in global consumption in order to contribute to the solution of the food 

problem. Governments should include in their agricultural development 

progra111tes measures to be taken to this effect. International organi.zatlons 

should give due priority to the progranmes aimed at this purpose. 

B. Pesticide use in the developing countries should be based on 

integrated pest control methods at national or regional levels giving the best 

econoaic and agricultural return. Co-operation at the regional level should 

be aimed at for this purpose. 

C. Pesticide application should be integrated into the general framework 

of llOdern agricultural methods to be introduced. The synergetic effect of 

fertilizers, improved seeds, water management and other appropriate methods, 

on yields and economic results makes the integrated approach mandatory. 

D. Direct involvement of farmers in the pesticide application as well as 

in other modern agricultural methods should be promoted through the use of 

different tools, such as farmers' associations or co-operatives formed for 

this purpose. 

E. Registration rules and procedures should be created or fur~her 

improved along the lines set by the FAO recoanendations. Identical principles 

should govern the registration or the banning of products for pesticide use in 

all countries in order to protect human safety and environment. International 

co-op~ration between countries and interested international organizations is 

needed in this field. 

• 

• 

• 
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F. Training courses and other educational aethods should be used to 

illprove the knowledge of all those involved in the pesticide application 

chain. Cost effectiveness, agricultural yield and all safety aspects depend 

to a great extent on the training and knowledge of the persons involved. 

International and regional organizations and national governaents should 

devote due attention to this problem. 

G. Wherever local conditions allow (big market, industrial and 

infrastructural background, know-how, etc.), the creation of a local 

formulation plant is recoDDended. Regional and international co-operation 

should be used to secure markets, supply of materials and lcnow-how. 

H. In pesticide application research work, greater e1tphasis should be 

laid o& the economic evaluation. In the different tests, pesticide 

application costs should be registered together with the results expressed not 

only in pest reduction, but also in yield and quality illproved. The result 

should be convertible to monetary terms. This will allow evaluation of the 

most economic pest control methods. Collection, analysis and sU1Barization of 

these results will give tangi~le proof of the economic effectiveness of 

pesticide application and thus give more incentive for its use. 

The factor E2 was calculated in the following manner: 

We selected the region with the smallest total pesticide use (Mt minimum 

in this case Asia) and used the formula: 

E2 = 
where 

product value - total pesticide use 

product value = (yield of the region - yield of M) x price 

here 140 $/L 

and 

total pesticide use = total pesticide use for the region 

- total pesticide use for the region M 

We named this 12 "Bet return" but we must stress, it is only the result 

of a partial budget; the costs other than for pesticides are not taken into 

account. They vary also from region to region and we will try to take into 

account their effect. 
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Gi'Yen this assumption regarding the degree to which the crop is affected 

by varying pest infestation le\•els, pest infestation aeasures can be used as a 

prcgy ezpression for the benefit of pest control. The objective in 

cost-effective analysis, then, is to de tendne the vay to reduce pest 

infestation by a specific aao1Dlt, or to a specific level, at least cost. For 

illustrative purposes, in this case the objective vill be to reduce the 

percent of aung bean plants infested by bean fly by tvo thirda. (By 

assumption, this aeans aiaing to reduce ll1JD& bean yield loss by tvo thirds 

also). 

• 

• 

• 
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